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Abstract This dissertation deals with a class of problems of electro-

magnetic radiation from elementary sources in the presence of an aniso-

tropic plasma half-space. All of the problems considered have the following

common features: (a) the principal axes of the sources are always parallel

to the interface, and (b) the steady magnetic field is also always

parallel to the interface and either normal to or in the direction of the

principal axis of the source.

The work is divided in three parts. in Part I we are concerned with

the fields of a horizontal magnetic dipole in and out of the magnetoplasma

when the steady magnetic field is along the axis of the dipole. The rigorous

formulation of the problem is carried out to the point where the determination

of the pertinent boundary coefficients remains to be a straight-forward

but not simple algebraic process. Due to the prohibitive algebraic complexity

involved in the explicit finding of the necessary boundary coefficients, the

high frequency approximation is introduced at that point and the approximate

form of the boundary coefficients are subsequently found. The field integrals

are evaluated in the air-region for the condition when the observation

point is at a large distance from the source. Several numerical examples

pertaining to the magnetic dipole in the ionosphere are presented depicting

in graph form the effects of the steady magnetic field on the radiation

/ i
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pattern under several conditions of wave frequency and the depth of the

source burial.

Part II is devoted to the problems of the electric current line source.

The case of the steady magnetic field normal to the line source is rigor-

ously formulated and the field integrals are evaluated with no restriction

oft the wave frequency or the magnitude of the steady magnetic field. The

subject of the laterial waves is elaborated extensively and the graphs of

the radiation field patterns are presented for the case when the source

is immersed in the lower edges of the ionosphere for frequencies ranging

from ViF to HF. The latter portion of Part ii is devoted to the formulation

and solution of the problem when the steady magnetic field is along the

line source. in this case it is found that the steady magnetic field has

no effect on the radiation field which could also be predicted by physical

reasoning.

Finally, Part III is devoted to the problems of the magnetic current

line sources. The case of the steady magnetic field normal to the line

source is rigorously formulated and the field integral evaluated with no

restriction on the wave frequency or the magnitude of the steady magnetic

field. This case is analogous to the corresponding case of Part II and

many conclusions drawn in that part also apply here. The latter portion

of Part III is devoted to the formulation and solution of the case when

the steady magnetic field is along the line source. Unlike the corre-

sponding case of the electric line source in Part II, it is found in this

case that the radiation field is affected by the action of the steady

magnetic field which manifests itself in the lack of symetry of the

radiation pattern.
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CHAPTat I

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation deals with a class of problems of electromagnetic

radiation from elementary sources in the presence of an aiotropic plasma

half-space. All of the problems considered ha%e the foilowing ccmrln

features: (a) the principal axes of the sources are alwtys parallel to the

interface, and (b) the steady nagnetic field is also always parallel to the

interface and either normal to or in the direction of the principal axis of

the source.

1.1 OBJITIV S i. J CiE STA . T OF TIHE ?ROBLE

We shall set forth the following as objectives of this dissertation. We

shall attempt to understand and explain analytically the action and the effects

produced by a steady magnetic field on the radiation of electromagnetic waves

from sources in the presence of a magnetoplasma half-space. Consistent with

these objectives, we shal formulate and solve certain basic boundary value
problems of electromagnetic wave propagation hose isotrcpic equvallents are

well-knowa. By comparing our solutions with the corresponding solutions deal-

ing with isotropic half-spaces, we shall be able to draw conclusions about

effects produced by the steady magnetic field.

Having thus decided on the basic objectives of this thesis, we are now

faced with the defintion of the problem. In order to have as complete a

picture as possible about the effects of the steady magnetic field on the
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various wave polarizations and the aspects and directions of the steady mag-

netic fields it was decided it the early staoges of tUhis research to investi-

gate the fields produced by a horizontal magnetic dipole antenna with the

Steady magnetic field in the direction of the dipole. The choice of a hori-

zontal magnetic dipole as the source of the electromagnetic waes was moti-

vated by the fact that such an anten-iA in the presenct of an interface Of feo-

titely prodaces both verticall and horizontally polarized wales (20), thus,

both wave polarizations could be studied in a single problemr. Moreover, since

the electric field lines form circular loops about the axis of a magnetic di

pole and the steady magnetic field is along the axis of the same, then the

electric field is normal to the steady magnetic field and, thus, maximum

interaction of the electromagnetic wave with the steady magnetic field could

be expected.

In the process of the in.vestigation into the solution of a magnetic di-

pole problem, it will soon become e-ident that a rigorous solution, if at all

possible, would be extremely complex mathematically and the physics of the

problem necessarily obscure and difficult to interpret. It will become ap-

parent, however, that certain useful information could still be obtained from

the formulation of this problem at the high frequency limit where the ratio of

the cyclotron frequency to wave frequency ": sall. We shall exploit this

possibility a great deal and indeed we shall obtain an approximate solution

to the horizontal magnetic dipole in or out of the magnetoplasma valid over

the entire hemisphere excepting a small region about a critical angle corre-

spOendng to the angle of total internal reflection in the Weems in the ab.

nence of the steady magnetic field.

Since the investigation of the vertically and horizontally polarized

waves as produced by a horisontal dipole is not expedient, we shall look into

the possibility of staadyi-g thee. two polariuations separately. To this e:d



we propose to investigate the solutions to the following tI&-dimensional

problems:

(a) the electric current line source with the steady magnetic field
normal,

(b) the electric current line source with the stady magnetic field
parallel,

(c) the magnetic current line source with the steady magnetic field
normal,

(d) the magnetic current line source with the steady magnetic field

parallel.

In the plane normal to the axis of an electric pr a magnetic dipole, the

resulting fields are identical in form, except for the space dependence, to

the corresponding cases of the line sources. Thus, by solving the abo-e tuo-

dimensional problems, we obtain correct expressions for the dipole fields in

a plane normal to the dipole axis for the following cases of the dipole-

steady magnetic field configurations:

(a) steady magnetic field normal to an electric dipole,

(b) steady magnetic field parallel to an electric dipole,

(c) steady magnetic field normal to a magnetic dipole,

(d) steady magnetic field parallel to a magnetic dipole.

In what follows, we shall have the opportunity to study the electromag-

netic field structure due to each one of the excitations proposed. In partio-

,lar, we will be able to elaborate extensively on the salient features pro-

duced by the steady magnetic field in both the radiation and lateral fields.

1.2 HISTORiCAL BACKOROUND AND RSTED PROBMWO

The problem of radiation from sources In the presence of isotropic inter-

faces is one of the oldest and mat honored bounda zy value problems in the
history of electron rinetic theory. it originated with So erfeld (20), in

1909 published the formulation and the solution to the problem of an
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oscillating vertical dipole in the presence of a conducting, homogeneous and

isotropic half-space. Later, in 1926, Sommerfeld formulated and solved the

problems of horizontal electric and magnetic dipole in the presence of a con-

ducting, homogeneous and isotropic half-space. Since that time a great deal

of effort has been expanded by various workers in the field, mainly on the

subject of approximate evaluation of the definite integrals that appeared in

Sommerfeld' s solution. Of all these works, the writer found the work of

Banos and Wesley (2,3) to be the most comprehensive one.

The phenomenon of lateral waves, to which we shall have the occasion to

refer a great deal in this thesis, was first reported by Schidt (19) in 1938.

He performed a series of experiments with pressure wa-,es produced by a spark

discharge in the presence of an interface between two liquid half-spaces of

sodium chloride (sound velocity about 1600 meters per second) and xylol

(sound velocity 1175 meters per second.) The series of schlieren-photographs

obtained by him clearly exhibit the mechanism by which these lateral waves are

produced. Subsequently, in 1939, Joos and Teltow (12) pointed out that the

transient phenomena observed by Schmidt can be readily carried over to the

stationary fields in eletrodynaucs and as such, these phenomena are indeed

already included in the original Sommerfeld's solution (20). Finally, in

1942, Ott (18) reviewed Sounrfeld's work and rigorously showed how the lat-

eral field follows from that solution. Later, in 1953, Gerjuoy (8) also

elaborated on the same subject. A very comprehensive tratment of the Sib-

jeer of the lateral waves may be found in rekovskikhbook (5).

The subject of electromagnetic radiation from sources located in mae-.

netoplaea did not, urpaisingly enough, attract any attention for a long

time. It was not until 1957 that the first paper on this subject was Fib-a

lshed by *Wkti- (6). He found a genera-l slution to the problem of the

feld pmbwe" b a siven distibutio of external currente in an Infinite
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homogeneous medium having arbitrary anisotropy. For the case of a magneto-

active medium, he found the mutipole expansion of the radiation field and

discussed some aspects of the solution to the problem of an oscilating eleo-

tric dipole. lie found explicit expressions for the dipole radiation field

only when the observation point was either on the dipole axia or on a line

normal to it, while the dipole itself ws either along the direction of the

steady magnetic field or perpendicalar to it. The nature of the difficulties

that prevented Buniin from obtaining complete expressions for the radiation

fields was the fact that the saddle point which is given by a solution to a

transcendental equation could not, in general, be evaluated explicitly-.

The same problem was then considered by other workers. Kogelnik (13)

formulated the electric dipole problem by a somewhat different method and

found the expression for the total power radiated in a lossless plasma for

the cases when a single dipole is oriented alqng or normal to the steady mag-

netic field and two crossed dipoles in a plane normal to the same. Arbel (1),

Kuehl (14), and Meecham (17) also considered the same problem.

The problem of radiation in free space from sources immersed in a mag-

netoplasma half-space was first considered by Barsukov (4) in 1959. He ob-

tained expressions for the Poynting vector in the air in the case when the

steady magnetic field was normal to the boundary and an electric dipole was

either normal or parallel to the boundary. He also presented a numerical

example for a vertical dipole at the boundary and for the particular set of

conditions considered, he found that the plasma anisotropy manifested itself

srongly in the directivity of the raation pattern.

Finally, we note that the problem of a vertical dipole immersed in a

magnetoplasm half"opace with the steady magnetic field normal to the bound-

ary ws also onsidered by Arbel (1) In 1960.
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1.3 CONTIVBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS

in this work we treat for the first time the problems of electromagnetic

radiation from sources in the presence of a magnetoplasna half-space when the

steady magnetic field is parallel to the separation boundary. We investigate

in detail the effects of the plasma anisotrfopr on both vertically and hori-

zontally polarized lectro agnetic waves.

We also, for the first time, elaborate on the subject of the lateral

wves in connection with the magnetoplasma interfaces. In particular, we

find that such waves are indaced under most of the conditions and they form

an irnportant contribtion to the total field especially in the proximity of

the interface.

1.4 1HE 1T11O0 OF ATTACK

Unlike in the previous work on a related subject (4), we shall use in

this thesis the powerful and rigorous method of Fourier transforms in

Cartesian coordinates to formulate the problems. Such representation neces-

sarily yields a complete and unique solution and furthermore after tw inte-

grations, allows unequivocal determination of the path of integration in the

complex plane of the third transform variable which must lie within a certain

strip of anelyt-icity (23, P. 44.)

We divide this thesis in three parts. In Part I, which includes Chapters

2, 3, 1, 5, 6 and 7, we are concerned with the problem of a horizontal mag-

netic dipole in and out of the magnetoplasma when the steady wmgnetic field

is along the axis of the dipole. The rigorous formlation of the problem i
oauried out to the point where the determination of the pertient bodar

coefficients remains to be a straight-forward, but not simple, alg.braio

process. Due to the prohibitivve algebraic complexity involved i the explicit



finding of the necessarj bolud ay coefficients, the high frequency approxi-

mation is introduced at that point and the boundary coeficients are subse-

quently found. The field integrals are ealuated for the air-region for the

condition when the observation point is at a large distnce from the source.

Several numerical examples pertaining to the mianetic dipole in the ionosphere

afte presented depicting in graph form the effects of the steady magnetic field

on the radiation pattern under several conditions of the wave frequency and

the depth of the source burial.

Part Ii which consists of Chapters 8, 9, and 10, is devoted to the pro-

blems of the electric current line sources. The case of the steady magnetic

field normal to the line sou~rce is rigorously formulated in Chapter 8 and the

integrals are evaluated in Chapter 9 with no restrictions on frequency. The

subject of lateral waves is elaborated on extensively and the graphs of the

radiation field pattern are presented for the case when the source is immersed

in the lower edges of the ionosphere for frequencies ranging from VL to 1F.

Chapter 10 is devoted to the formulation and solution of the problem when the

steady magnetic field is along the line source. In this case it is found

that the steady magnetic field has no effect on the radiation field which

could also be predicted by physical reasoning.

Finally, Part III consisting of Chapters 11, 12, end 13, is devoted to

the problems of the magnetic current line sources. The case of the steady

magnetic field nomal to the line source is rigorously formulated in Chapter
11 and the integrals are evaluated in Chapter 12 with no restriction on fre-

quency. This case is analogous to the corresponding case of Part II and many

conclusions drawn in that part apply here also: Chapter 13 is devoted to the

formulation and solution of the case when the steady magnetic field is along

the line source. Unlike the correspondig case of the electric line source

in Part II, it is found that here the radiation field is affected by the



action of the steady magnetic field which manifests itself' in the lack of

symmetry of the. radiation pattern.



PART I

RADIATION FROM A HORIZONTAL VAGN~f IC DIPOLE

15 MH PBENCZ OF A MAGNEOPLASMA HALF-SPACE
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CHAPTER 2

RIGOROUS FOWRMLATION OF THE PROBLM4 FOR A IMGNETIC DIOLE SOURCE

in this chapter we shall be concerned with the finding of appropriate in-

tegral. representations for the Cartesian components of the field vectors for

the magnetoplasma- and the dir-half- spaces. This will entail tho descrip-

tion of the magnetoplasma's properties on the macroscopic scale, review of

the fundamental field equations and the definition of the source of electro-

magnetiA waves.

2.1 STATEVENT OF THE PROBM

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 2.1. The horizontal

plane z x 0 coincides with the interface between the anisotropic homogeneous

plasma and air. For convenience we shall cal the plasma medium (1) and the

air medium (0). The plasma, in addition to Its anisotropy, a be lossy

while the conductivity of the air is sero. Moreover, we assume that both

media have the same magnetic inductive capacity of free space, I°. The

factor causing the anisotropy of the plama, the steady magnetic field H ¢, is

oriented in the positive x-direction as well as the source of the electro-

magnetic waves,, the magnetic dipole.

Since we shall be mainy interested in the fields everywhere in the air
(the upper hemisphere), the final results will be expressed In spherical

ordinates. To this end we define the spherical angles ( and 0 as shown in
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tric field, the electrons follow the direction of the electric field between

the col isions with the other constituents of the gas. A single collision

can be pictured as a sudden reduction of the momentum m of a free electron

to zero. This change in the momentum of the electron takes place within an

average time interval v-', Pv being the collision frequency. Thus, the colli-

sion effects are equivalent to an additional force -mv I and the total force

exerted on the electron becomes

t + u i- - (je'-it+ I x L ) (2.1)

where the field of the wave is assumed to vary as e" -' . In writing (2.1) we

assumed that the magntude of the magnetostatic field will always be much

greater than the magnitude of the alternating magnetic field so that the

latter one can be neglected.

If there is N electrons per unit volume, then the associated conduction

current density is given by

J e"-11 =- lel Nir (2.2)

assuming that all electrons have the same velocity. (Otherwise, we would

have to integrate over the velocity distribution.) Combining (2.1) and (2.2)

one obtains

i e- jc* pz [-±e1 x +(1 +la q ) Y } (2.3)

where T. is a unit vector In the direction of the steady magnetic fieU, rS"

Is the Ironecker delta and

p = .... e-

q (2.4)

lei Bm-

The total current in the plasma IT is the sum of the conduction current

and the displacement current - i Thu. we write
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Figue 2.1.

2.2 FMLWaTAL EQUATIONS

The definition of the present two-media problem implies the solution to

MexweU 's equation subject to the usual boundary conditions at the interface

and proper behavior at infinity. In the air-region it is convenient to in-

troduce the Hertsian vector potential of the magnetic type whereas in the

plasma-region it is found to be more convenient to work with actual field

components. The imposition of the requirement of the radiation condition at

infinity in addition to the bounday condition at the interface furnishes the

necessary relationships which render the solution determinate and unique.

2.2sa -MajetouBaswa descrigtion--The term Oplasma" describes an elec-

trica&ly neutral gaseous medium consisting of an equal number of free eleO-

trons and positive ions. We shall use the term "magnetoplasma" to describe

plama with an impressed magnetostatic field.

In the absence of any external electric or magnetic fields, the motion

of the free electrons and ions is random because it is caused by the thermal

agitation alone. Since the mass of an ion is muoh greater than that of the

electron, the velocity of the former is much lower than that of the latter.

Thus whan the wave frequency is high enough, the current contribution due to

the motion of the positive ions becomes negligible. In the presence of a

steady mapntio field H0c, the electrons describe spiral paths between ooll-

iona about the li-es of force. This motion is uniform and its projection on

a plane normal to the line of force is a uniform circular motion with an ang.

ular velocity corresponding to the cyclotron frequency & = e B /m . were

* = - 1.6 z 10 ' Cou omb the eectrtonic c ge a d m 9.1 z 10' kilogram

Is the eatracownea. If now# in addition, there is a tim varying ele.-
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= -ic.f (94i) +p2[ i&T, x"(1+ iq)(Sz.)J'}ri~~~ (2.5)

We Shall henceforth call (7) the permlittivity tensor of the magnetopla

(24, p. 297.) One can, for convenience, also introduce the electric dis-

plaoement Vector defined by

5=e.~ ~.(2.6)

Since the medium is assumed to be electrically neutral (there are as many

negative charges as there are positive charges), we note that

=. -o. (2.7)

The components of the permittivity tensor which we shall need later have been

found elsewhere (24, p. 297) for any orientation of the steady magnetic field

Hoc . When the steady magnetic field is oriented in the positive x-direction,

which is the case under consideration, the tensor (t) is

= I 0 1 (2.8)

Sinoe 7 is non-singular, its inverse can be found to hare the form

0 1 - ] (2.9)
0 i

whdere

x = (2.10)

t'~+ w
6 =E€'+iE " (2.11)

e =7+ o

Morover



+ ++15

4 qZ I2+q

+q L[( 1)' + q2 ](2.12b)

qp. i+. +-qz) _

?pz (o2 a+ q! )
1)1 + qJ-(a--1 + qZ]

(2.12o)

S. . . 2 q_p2 -

'7 (e+ 1)! + qZ][ ("--l) ' + qz]

When the collisions are small and can be neglected, the above parameters have

simpler foru as follows:

S1-pZ (2.13a)

7 -P (2.13b)

Furthermores, when the magntude of the magetostatic field is m l or the

wve fre bazi is sufficientlh so that

I-I=  -I<<, (.

we an write for a olges sea topleu

As 1 - pr (2,15)

*sl a onseqene, the reltions (2.10) ca be wri t ten
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K - (2.16)1 -p

We note that for , to remain small p2< 1 or, i other wrds, the wave fre-

quency mst be much larger than the plasma frequency.

We shall introduce Still a different notation which will prove useful

later. Name]l, we define an index of refraction of the plasma in absence of

the magnetostatic field

nX=1 pa , (2.17)

in terms of which equations (2.15) and (2.16) become

= n (2.1Sa)

e - = nz (2.18b)

7 - s- & (1, " nz )  (2.18c)

X. nX (2.18d)

, - a (e n (2.18.)
na

2.2b The nature of the source-For the purpose of the present problem

it will be assumed that the source of the electromagnetic waves consists of a

smal wire loop carrying an alternating current I o-" t . Such a small loop can

be fed with a standard coaxial cable transmission line with a proper matching

section in-between. If the loop is sll enough its electromagnetic effects

can be adequately represented by its equivalent magnetic dipole moment

(7, p. 291)
E ISOe4w t  (2.19)

where is the surface iector of area enclosed by the loop. The magnetic di-

pole momnt can, in turn, be thought of as a product of "magnetic current" K

and the length of the dipole "11, thus

K l• ,= . (2.20)

To localize the source properly we write for the "magnetic current density
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S W(x) S (y) S (z+h) (2.21)

where S is the Dirac delta function (7, p. 43).

2,2c- The field- ecuations--We hate showm that our source of electro-

magnetic waves may be regarded as a magnetic dipole singularity located at a

point (OO,-h). Then for the magnetoplaMta region the appropriate form of

M 'Xwel 0 equations is

D, 0

'"B, ,

where q,. is the fictitious "magnetic charge density" related to the "magnetic

current" by the continuity equation

m Y -- (2.23)Z' t

Since'! is non-singular the second equation of (2.22) can be written

"- ° we . (2.24)

Now we operate with the curl on the last equation and substitute the first

equation of (2.22) to obtain

-vx i x H, +k H, -icm(x)S(y)&(z+h) I . (2.25)

Using the inverse of the permttivity tensor of equation (2.9) and carrying

out the necessary algebraic operations, one obtains a set of sizutaneous

equations as follows:

A,(C .(4 * .+ (-K eLy.. "
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which we shall leave in this form for the time being. From the second equa-

tion of (2.22) we note that the electric field can be expressed in terms of

the maGnetic field as follows:

L-l, Lb z ak d.c JLHZIJ

In the airm.region it till be convenient to use the Eertiaxn- vector po-

tontial of the magnetic type defined by*

E iwAj)A, xW. (2.28)

and satisfying the hoiogeneoas vector wve equation

(I+ k:o 0 . (2.29)

The magnetic field is expressed in tcrms of this Hertzian -rector as follows:
9. = k" + .( " i.) (2.30)

2.3 FOURIER INTEGRAL REPRE&MTATIONi IN CARTESIA-N COORJIUATES

The formulation of the present boundary value problem can be simplified

a great deal by expressing the field components in the magnetoplasa and the

oomponents of the HertzIan vector in the air in terms of their triple Fourier

integral representation in Cartesian coordinates in the transform space as

woll as in the configuration space. Such representation necessarily yields a

complete and unique solution, and furthermore, after performing two integra-

tions, it allows the unequivocal determination of the path of integration in

+-In the literatuie on electromagnetic theory the Hertzian vector of the elec-
trio type is denoted by i and the one of the mag-netic type by1j *(22,p. 29).
in this thesis we use on-4- the Hertaian vector of the magnetic type and we
hal denote it by - reservng (*) denote the complex conjugate.
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the complex plane of the third transform variable which must lie within a er-

tain strip of analyticity (23, p. 44).

Thus, we introduce a triple Fourier transform pair defined by

F@=,d 1/" a) * JJ1 F.( y, z) e" (M+ * ' "=*)a lyl (2.31)

and

FRa, Y,) o r f ('.~m)e~4z a) (2.32)

In what follows we Sha!l also need the transforms of the derivatives. These

can, be obtained by integrating by parts. Thus, for example, Oonsider the

integral

~ (2.33)+ -X.,fffF e " ;(G(. "d ay +*"= OIjy-4.

and

d(z. I)+*-;L+I54)4 4yC W [4),F -4 4F J7(-Yd&)jd
*1 217

(2.34)

The vanishing of the integrated paur of equation (2.33) and (2.34) at the

upper and lower lmits is assured for al real values of the transform var-

able i,, providing we obey the radiation condition, i.e., with y and z fixed

we should have as a solution
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F [___ 0 (2.35)

for Im kk.O

Thus, assuning that our solution satisfies the radiation condition, we es-

tablish the following correspondences:

oF 4;# iJc (2.36)

2.3a-- The- ~arti cuar-ntegra1 corresoondingt tohe- Source.-To transform

the inhomogeneouS system of simultaneous equations (2.26), one multiplies

both sides by the etp j - i (a,x +y + *o,)1 and integrates with respect to the

real variables x, y, and s between -,,& and + * The right-hand side of

(2.26) yields at once

= (2.37)

and the left-hand side transforms according to equations (2.31) and (2.36).

Thus, one gets

ecoc-cicc~ x-c~-ai *g.co'~ -r ' n (2.38)

The above system of al.gebraio equations can be solved using Cramer's ruie.

The determinant of the ooeficients of the square matrix on the left-hand side

am be fow to be
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x- (2.39)

We recognize the above expression as a fourtn order equation in c, . It can

be readily put in the form

4 = .L~L (o31 s) (' (.0

where s and s are &ien by

.. =-,f(X.4-;)(- t'.. - 4 t w,.- ,., . . . } (2.41)

The result of equation (2.41) iz not surprising. It is typical of what could

be expected from analysis of a birefringent medium like magnetoplasma. We

found two characteristic modes of propagation, s, and s2 , with which terms

"ord-irary" and "extraordinary" waves are often associated. We note, moreover,

that the determinant of equation (2.39) contains all possible information

about the modes of propagation within the magnetoplasma. These modes are

given by the zeroes of A , which are actually the poles of the field compo-

nents. We note, for instance, that if w,= x3 =- 0 in equation (2.39), which

is equivalent to saying that the wave does vary along the y and z ooordinate,

we obtain for the charact:ristic modes

V(2.42)

which can be immediately recognized as the p!an e wave propagation constants

in the direction of the steady magnetic field (24, p. 297). Alternately, if

we set .= x, 0 and solve for .we obtain



(ocr). =23

which again can be recognized as plane wave propagation constants transverse

to the steady magnetic field (24, p. 297.) Setting c. - cz=0 and solving

for ot3 gives the same results a in (L.43) as it should.

We now proceed with formally, solving the system of algebraic equations

(2.8).Using Cramer's rule and the results of (2640) and (2.41), we obtain

'all

where

~b, (Xk ~@~2L)R(~ ~o4) -(2.45)

We are now ready to Invert the field transforms with respect to the

transform variable according to the prescription

W~(a~at.,z = e~ 1d 5 ,(2.46)

To this end we consider the following integral

Vwhene now we assume o, to toe complex. The integranid has two pairs of poles

1A the complex os-plane which can be either real or complex. if they are
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omlex we assume that

Im { , ~j>, 0(2.48)

Then for z + h > 0 we close the contour in the upper half plane as shom~ in

Figure 2.4 and write

C.C, (2.49)

-ft C,

on GO we set o' 6 R e a then for R we obtain for the second integral

on the right

r...~ f(Re~)e )R *~~" S -~- 0(2.50)

since the order of the numerator is nver larger than three (see (2.44) and

(2.45).) Thus

nov

(a7k) R e ,-- (2.52)

and the integral in (2.51) becoes

For z + bh 0 we close the contour in the lover half plane and by an annlogous

argument obtan
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s., -*" : S-Z(5.-S) -5(054

Then the transforms of the maginetlo field components when inverted with re-w

spect to the dis transform tariablo, become

' ~ ' ~ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ( 2 .5 5 b )

O~IL~ t(Cg, ( ,LP A:SIzi e &~ I h (2 .5 5 c)

Finally, Me invert with respect to w~, and al, to obtain the desired reprsn'

tations

N- Le*cjY, (2.56a)
x~i -65 _ )$I k Sl leaz1 Co. c Y)h afa g
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6.9, fts,- ,s KXt ,I*
(26560)

2,3b_ The corn'em~ta fied~iwh_.plsma~in the previous seetion we

obtained the "particular integrals" of the system of equations (2.33) which

represent the primary exCitation dae to the source. To sati-fy the boundary

conditions of the problei, we sha-1l need an approoriute compiementary solu-

tion of the homogeneous system of (2.33). From the theory of linear differ-

ential equations (10, p. 145) it follows that the magnetic field components

satisfy the equation

( a- at) ~ ~ 0 (2.57)

where o in this equation is considerod aS the, differential opurator with re-

spect to the z- coordinate. The solutions to (:.57) cn be written down

4 mediately

= C11 Cia [z::
H~ C, C (2.58)

where we discarded solutions with positive exponentials since we can have

onaly waves going away from the interface upon reflection. The coefficients

G, are not all independent. For since has to satisfy the given system,

the coefficients must be related by

F1LFF,3,1-,,]i
(-:, F2 (a, F:: 0 C2 0 (2. 59)

F34F 3
L ___L___
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Li (?'I (-s7) F, 3(-S.) 1 COX1

:P3 (.-Si) Fiz (-MsZ) F3 -4a.) C31 0 2.0

Vhere the square matrix elements PC, (s,,,.) correspond to the matrix of the

Original system (2.38) with 0(- '-S, Or OL3 * NOW We eCxreS a1ll 00K-

efficiants C in terms of CIO gfnd C,2 .- The procdUre is straight-oladad

w obtain as the results

C~ CKI
(2.61)

kA

and

4: (9) (2.62)

For convenience in what follows w shal I normes. the coefficients C,, and CIL

as follows:

CIO W ris A,

(2.63)

Now# inverting with respe ct to 0(- and (XL Pi Weobtei the representtio Of the

complementary field in the plami

H"'c, we 21 wr IFeLAs

-Y~ ai r 4 M (2.644
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-A..

AS a partial check on the above results we investigate whether .H(C) = 0 as

it should. Indeed, we find that the above is true, providing

4 f (X,+ Sf z (2.65)

which follow from (2.45) and (2.41). In this connection we note the follow-

ing useful and not too obvious relationships

S?+ sz X (y-kt-o t -a) +(1. ' -, ( Kj oe' (2.66a)

= + X ( k ao~. o)(2.66b)

= X ( aoi'o+ a~ X k.' (2.66d)

2,3o The field in the a-r-As we noted in section (2.2c) the fields in

the air are derivable from the Hertzian vector potential of the magnetic type

satisfying the homogeneous vector wa-e equation

(V - + kL)o 0.

The form of solution immediately suggests itself from examination of the cIm-

plemene.ry field in the plasm. We write

TIo a 4 . Jj B - B doc.do ( a.6h)

her'e -4.



(2.68)
im jSo > 0

Hers we assumed that the vector r has only two non-fanishing components

which are sufficient to derive all of the electric and magnetic field compo.-

nents and to satisfy the boundary conditions.

2.4 THE BOUL)DARY GONOITIONS

In the preceding sections we have found field components in the piasma

and alri-regions that are solutions to MaxweU's equations. Moreover, in sol-

ving Maxwell's equations, we have chosen such solutions for fiold representa-

tion that have proper behavior at infinity by requiring- that the imaginary

part of the pertinent exponents be non-negati re. In addition, the field com-

potents contain certain, thus far, undetermined coefficients which upon im-

position of the boundary will be determined and thus render the solution

unique.

The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the Cartesian components of

the field vectors require continuity of the tangential components of the eleo-

trio and magnotic fields at the interface s = 0. This implies the following:

HxO H ,,
Hy0 = ,

H YQ = e (2 .69 )

Eya Eye

We rewrite the above equations using the Hertzrian vector representation for

the fsie JA the air
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a : r.° - a a jr. H,. .

(2.70)

X k,"(a.TI - lTz.) (Z (<,? + ax) H, ~L KJ. Hy, -,Hz.

The above system of equations can be somewhat simplified. One can show that

2 - = 04. - h V

. 7T. 0- L . 1 i, Y

.741)2. 
aZ 1111

o ( -Xce) ..... + - - _k,, XS. z

where we have used v to denote the field expressions with the integral signs
V V

removed. Elimination of T and Tr, gives

o = (.a. i- K)H.,- tz, +io.AC2(t)Z.

Upon performing the necessary algebraic operations, one obtains two simul-

taneous equations in to irowns A, nd Az We write the results in a

symbolic form

j [ (2.73)

tbere the various coefficients are given by
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1 cC C 'CX(2.7?4b)

C~~Ct') (2.73b

6 , m,(..~s ~'io~)4 5)+ .- ~ 4I tOz~~'. ~ c~ k s

- - i)S. 4'~S,)+LCxi~ K5.7 i**6 k

and~~(~ B7(ae.eexu75b)mOwton 271)Tu; efn
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+ {atz[ CIP.(S.) + &L.(sc + Z K 4. k -S 'O,(s

+{oc(4c) +o.~'~(s)] K4~kS.O~S~SS:)(2.76)

K S.Z si )

and

*ae, ('-(.-. (2s C(S)] LK X 8 (S'! 4w -A

(4,4
e- , Sal (271

The explicit det rnination of the foar boundary coefficients A,, Al, B,, and

Bz is now a straight-forward although a tedious matter. The results would

necessarily be lengthy and probably not very useful. We, therefore, forego

their evaluation in this form. In the next chapter, we shall introduce a

high frequency approximation which will simplify the results a great deal

without the loss of the basic ingredients of the problem.

2.5 CLOURE

In the foregoing chapter we have rigoroasly formulatLed the problem of a

horlsontal magnetic dipole ia a magnetoplasma with a separation boundary. We

arried the analysis up to the point where the determination of the pertinent

boundar coefficients remained to be a straight-forward (but not simple)

algebraic process. Due to the algebraic complexity involved in explicit

finding of the desired boundary coefficients t ws concluded that their
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final forms, if they could be found, vould be of limited ralae in interpreta-

tion of their physical significance. Therefore, their explicit evaluation

'was postponed until the next chaptor in which we anticipate the introduction

of an approximation that 'would makeo the results algebraical~y maniageable and

their physical interpretation feasible.
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HIGH PREQUENCY APPROXIMATION FOR TH DIPOLE IN~ MMNETOPLAS4A

In the preceding chapter we have tornflated the present boundary value

problem by finding the integral expressions for the fields in the plasma and

a-regions. These integral expressions contain certi boundary coefficients

whzich are expressible in terms of the media properties, source strength and

frequency. Even though in theory these coefficients are know, their useful-

nne in reducing the field integrals to form suitable for numerioal calcula-

tions is of very limited value due to their complexity.

In this chapter we shall be concerned wi~th finding appropriate approxima-

tions that would put the previously derived results In manageable farm which

could be Interpreted physically.

3.1 THE NATURE OF THE APPROXIMATION

Any approximation that we may introduce to simplify the field components

is necessarily contingn upon simplification of the propagation factors

corresponding to the s-direction, ioe., a, and 9. which ase given by equation

(2.41). Probapbly the most useful approimation will be one mentioned briefly

1A Section 2.2 and based on the assumption

*Bo~ ~ 1(3.1)

"ioh can be brought about by either a weak steady magnetic field, Ht #C or by

a sfficiently high wave frequenc - As a consequence, when the lasses Is

the pbain awe negligible, the plasm parmeters an be written (see Section
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2.2)

=n n
'x. "- na

where NO is the index of refraction of the plasma in absence of the steady

mpetic field, no VlpT. In wat follovewsbaU require Kto be Wal.

This All then exclude oases in whioh On" is lose to 0ero.

We note that, consistent ith the approximations of equation (3.2), the

psmittvita tensor (2.8) and its inverse (2.9) becOe to the first order inc

1 0 0

0 LK (3-3)

B -, 7

and
L 0 o]

3.3a A0wziMt forMs of ja. and a. -The aitons of equatioas

(3.2) as now introduced into tbe equation (2.41) giving approximate foxm for

g d or as follows

k,* nk, • (3..)

If O* fIrt ofdW tems in K aft kept. t(. abOVe expressoA siMP=is to

*~U ck,otc (3.6)
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Finally, in regions where 8 { >> I wk,^1 one can further approximate by

writing + -, . (.7)

In ihat follow we shall conci Ae that the last approximation is indeed

the only useful one when calculating the amplitudes of the field components In

the air. The usefulness of it is, however, reduced by the fact that it is not

valid in the vicinity of s a 0 which corresponds to the angle of the total

internal reflection in the plasma.

3._lb horoximate fo~rma of -and 4'_--Since both 4, and 4 oontain only

squares of a, and a, , their approximat, form need not be restricted by the

requirement that 18'l >> I Kk,ocI. Thus, using (3.6) only, we rewrite

(2.65) and (2.66)

4 (,,,) = K Xl ,-0, (3.8)

and

~(s ~ !F= nK k,o., K,.i koe,) (3.9)

We also note for future referene

41d.~ + oc 64g,(s T n'i K le. (k 0, Kcc. (3.10)

3.2 APPOUMATE FORMG OF THE BOUNDARY COMFICIENTS

In the preoe ding section we have derived certain approximations that are

valid when the steady magnetic field is =all enough or the wave frequency Is

high enough. Application of this approximation to the expression for the

propagation factors ag and s. resulted in considerable simplification. Sub-

aequently we found it necessary to introduce another simplification which

esulted in limiting the range of Yadity of the approximation for the region

In tis >> wl p ti pt t o
Inthis section W shl app4 thde appoxmtLto obtain. a pl£fied



expressions for the field components in the air.

We apply equations (3.6) and (3.8) through (3.10) to the matriz coeffi-

cients of equations (2.74) and (2.75) to obtain

alc - kd

a,2 = o + Kd(

a 2 2 e e f

£g, = ** K (t

where

, k
"

I k . 09, Q+r L 4 CrOU t *(2. t'0'(°A +° "]' k 2k-1)] -" " l+ l+ll

2% No.s 5., - , k. - , I (32
....dz s(sa X+2.)J (3.1o)

f = ' - ZS + X'+:==) '

Moreover,

urnfl{& (s-r -,- 2o.L4h(6 rts)] e "'(3.13a)

b2  - t', 4. [S.C5'e)-Oker&*@4.-i) .s]),, " (3.13)

We &aa rewr ite equations (2.76) and (2.77) in the no-e ap-'oxute :Or*

B, u --~L-~{c 3 k. (e-z+w)(A.+ As) - C4'0~ 1.$ cx+a &)(AA

(3.14)
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and

'lk,o (5~ir.44t) &'i z(A, A) -" 4I ( S.. O ')(A, A 2 )] }

- fl~[(ZI)'~ ~.(.'ic4)e"~(3.15)

Next we eal-uate (A, + A ) and (A, A1 ) where A, and A are #iren by

equation (2.73). ?or the deterinant of the square matrix we find

6 CS +*j-4)S*kS) (3.16

and

Z k6 k j CA1 s.~c4 a (Sa+6vkLL)s 1 (3.17)

NOw, using Cramer s rule we find from equation (2.73)

k -cmaz,b,, a, b
A~a~. ~ 2 (3.18)

*Uploying the notation of equation (3.11) one can show that

(4,,+ Aj)A 2 [iu(.) - R.(f)] b, + 2 [Im(c) .. cRe (d)] b (3.19a)

and

(A ,.- A2.)A 2 [lR(.)-.1Ktml b,-2 [R.(o) -i Im(d)] b. (3.19b)

which amounts to

S -w..,._ M. ( , .,)k,40(,,+L ) + 4OS.t2 ,8,-+ .+

++



A

and

(AAe~

£ k(it'-) Ss%.r~(k~t..~It. s.sar,9) (3.20b)

4 0). ®

Substituting the above results into equations (3.14) and (3.15) and also using

equations (3.16) and (3.17) one obtains finally

B, = - 004k.&,s. Ls Y t 1S sjs~ vL' .) ... )J 3 a6 (3.21a)

and

- s S - * S .)- (S + n ys .)

(WCk 627_ W _) Was CS k. . (3.21b)
oiS,..e., o s(s .n's.)i

We note that in the above boundary coefficients we have clearly separated the

components that are dependent on the steady magnetic field (preceded by K )

from those that are not. Moreover, we note that the components of B, and B.

which are independent of the steady magnetic field are the proper boundary

ooefficients for the analogous problem of the magnetic dipole in an isotropio

half-spaoe (2, p. 26-28)

The omponents of B, ad Bz produced by the steacty magnetic field dieplay

some heretofore not encountered denominators which, as we shall a later, are

responsible for the unusumi effects produOed by the paamo * als.otl'o .

+ e reference quoted contains solution to an electric dipole. The ampa,.'-

son idth our results can still be made by ohmngin~ the appropriate trans-
misson coeffLOents to the mantic tnpe.



3.3 THE COMPONENTS OF THE HUI7JZAN VECTOR IN THE AIR

In the previous e"otione ve found the approximate forms of the boundary

coefficients that determine the amplitudes of the components of the Herttian

vector in the air. The pertinent expressions are necessarily long e7en in

their simplest form. In this section we shall endeavor to arrange the resuts

for the air-region in a suitable form for approximate evaluation of the

necessary integrals.

3,3a The .Hertun vector in C esiancooo te.--We substitute the

results of equation (3.21) into the formlation of the Hertsan vector in

equation (2.67) and obtain

K +l a-r + &'k, d .

• e '++ +'ms'~+d+ (3.22a)

and

5 (S S(5MS.

= 65.(3-23s)



and

(3.23b)
S.

we tan recast the above integr'als in a simpler form at to IOWEP

andz

~+h ezc- i+e4Lx{ 3- -t- ysk)d do

go.4 a, f iL ar'4 37 2.)

-doee

4.24

-4aN.44.I ty oT

(3-20)
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In the above expressions we have clearly separated the contributions of

the steady magnetic field in the plasma by enclosing them in square brackets.

The first term in each of the above Hertzian vector components can be recog-

nized as the proper expression for the problem of a magnetic dipole in a di-

electric with an index of refraction n.

3.3b -Definition of the fundamental integral -To facilitate the ap-

proxiate evaluation of the various integrals in equations (3.24a) and (3.24b)

we s! define ceitain fundamental integrals from which all others could be

derived by differentiation. We define for oonveniene

e--I (of)c fY -%

US 1! PZI". +ms( z.) ay *:Z Sk) , (3.25c)

7r j S~o~ ((S~

The above integrals are not independent. Indeed, they are related as follows:

Ug = - k *aV

2 1 U. ( 3, + ~a L(3.26)

In what follows, we shall avail ourselves of the above relation to check the

differentiability of our results after integration is performed.

ploying the above definitions of, ,U, Uand U we an ewrite the

Hetazla vector oompon -to in terms of thim and obtain

.k(



~. c .#.;),)+ U.(3.27b)

3jfc-ransfortmation -to. --cylindrical- ooordinates9 -in, coaf Iggrationan

tr'ansfors.spaces-i-The above integral represenltationls are surface integrals

over the entire at, m- *I pla ne of a form that lends itself readily to a trans-

formation to cylindrical coordinates in the configuration space as well as in

the transformation space. Thus, we employ, the transformation

X =0 1oCf

Y sin y (3.28)

for the space ooordinates and

0,= A 00813

012 = sin (3 (3.29)

for the transform variables. As the consequence of the above transformations#

we note the folloing:

0 ____ (3.30)

The integrals appearing in the previous sections are of two different types.

The first one is
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, s ff F1 (wt t )e +0,,,&aY)ddog&

- o I -)-11"d 
a

fe La rd'O.Y ci' (3631)

-T

*

where we used the wfl-1nmo representation of Bssel functions (22, p. 2?3)

m ) + zyfe ' ij 2) j (3.32)

The seoond distinct integral is of the form

(3.33)

It is shown in Appendix A that
r

J ).(.3.3-4)

Substituting this identity into equation (3.33), we obtain the desired result

4W M (3.35)

In what follows$ it will be oonvenient to have the range of integration from

- to + &*rather than 0 to 'o. To this end we introduce the following well-
known relation between the Bessel and Ha .lfnons (6, p. 75)

O 1,) 4, HO ( () -,1 (314.,
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which enables us to rewrite (3.31) and (3.35) in the form

X, Tr P ()1) HO 0 33a

and

If 2T4. VsLt( *1 F i (3. 37b)
10*0

We are now read to rewite the fundamental integrals U, , U2 ,mnd U3 in the

ylindroical coordinates. We obtain

' = J mo.~ i--i,'0z,, ) S-?:,,...+ .,.

Uz = 0 --~ian(J~~e ~ .) ( )d A (3. 38b)
lim,,

and

S (S

I . ($ k s °z) u (338"

The integral U, can be recognized as one originally found by Somerfeld in his

investigation of the field of a vertical dipole above earth (20). The inte-

grals U. and U. are somewhat related to .he Sommerfeld integrals. The dif-

ference comes about from the presence of an "s" matiplying the denominator in

both U. and U., and the factor (s + n+ a ) in the denomrnator of U.

We also note for future reference the fo.lloviw transformation of the

pxrtial derivatives:

(3.39)

and the transformation of the components of the fel ds
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S) -( )+ s o+( )y o3( 0)
( )f = ( ). oos' +( )y sin

3.3d- Transformation-to spherigcl coordinates in confi=ration- and

tranmform.S.saces-For convenience in evaluation of the fundamental inte-rals

by asymptotic methods we shall now transform the previous expressions to

spherioal coordinates in both the configaration and transform spaces. Thu.S,

we employ the, transformation

z r coS Q

r sinG (3.41)

r -V

for the space coordinates and

k. ksinp3 (3.42)

for the transform vwriable. As the consequence of the above transformation

we note the following:

8a k 0 (~~3~
a = kooo -iI

me z + X = k~r os(, s- 0) .,)

These transformations enable us to recast U, , Uz and U in the following

forms

p A

SMuSI ku.cs H4?OcYnL,.a<jSe) (3.iAA&)
f A ( 1) n, .G. ..

. % . . e(. )
. ----
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and

f=trtI~a~ 4tkes ) L kAk/~
~3 J w- ,,., . #, ,- ,., ip, (3.44o)

'Where we extracted the exponential behavior of the Hankeal function and we

denoted

H(k.,?sin t3) f siI e4kf rf~. (.5

The original path of integration that ran from - "to +&,.7 along the real

axis, has now been transformed according to equation (3.42) into the path r,

as shown in Fig. 3.1.

We also note for future reference the folloving transformation of the

partial derivatives:

co gOQ -41 -

r (3.46)
Ssin 0 ar.+ 00-3-1-

r

and the transformation of the components of the fields

Gombining the results of (3.46) with those of (3.39) we obtain the transforma-

tion of the partial derivatives from the Cartesian system to the spherical

system as follows:

~~~ 000 ur9~ si 0~~~~~

VIACP Cs (3098)

r r rsinB9

StrolarS, combing the results of equations (3.47) and (3-.40) we obtain the

trawformtion of the vector components



( ) = cosecos ( ) + sin cos ( )y -sinB( )0

( )=- sincf( )+ cos( )y

( )r csfsin ( )x +sin sin ( )y csg( )"

3.4 CLOSURE

In the foregoing chapter we applied a high frequency approximation to the

rigorous formulation of the present boundary value problem of Chapter 2. This

approximation is valid for all wave frequencies appreciably higher than the

cyclotron frequency of the plasma. n the configuration space the same ap-

proximation is eopected to give good results for a1) polar angles except the

one Corresponding to the angle of the total internal reflection in the plasma.

Introduction of the high frequency approximation into the expressions

for the boundary coefficients resulted in a great simplification of the latter.

Subsequently, after the determination of Hertzian vector components in the air

it was found possible to separate the contributions of the plasma anisotropy

explicitly. These extra contributions display some heretofore unencountered

denominators which will be responsible for some of the unusual phenomena that

do not have their counterarts when dealing with isotropic interfaces.

I!



WHAPTER 4

EVALUATION OF THE FUNDAMTAL INTEGRALS FOR THE DIPOLE IN MAGNETOPLASMA

In the preceding chapter we found the approximate formal solutions for

the fields in the air in the form of certain definite integrals, In order to

have the results in a form suitable for numerical calculations these integrals

have to be evaluated.

The subject integrals do not lend themselves readily to rigorous evalua-

tion and in order to obtain any useful information from them one has to in-

4evitably resort to approximate methods of their evaluation. Fortunately

enough, when the field points of interest are at a large distance from the

source there is an approximate method available that is known to yield good

reSults. This method is referred to as the "saddle-point method," or the

*method of steepest descents" and it was first introduced by Debye for obtain-

ing anyoptotic expansion of the Hankel function (11, p. 503). The basic pro-

oedure in applying the saddle-point method is as follows. One first locates

the stationary or the saddle point of the integrand under consideration. Next,

the original path of integration is deformed to a path going through the sad-

dle point. A new path of integration is defined on which the integrand de-

creases most rapidly when moving away from the saddle point. When this is

accomplished the integral has been recast in a form to uhich the Watson's

Lenna is applicable (11, p. 501). O then proceeds ex-ding the integrand

in Taylor's series about the saddle point and integrates term by term. The

result is an asymptotic series in terms of the inverse distance from the warao

As we remarked before, the application of the saddle-point method is con-

tingent upon being able to continuously deform the original path of integra-

tion to the path of steepest descent passing through the saddle point. This

iS, of aourse, always legitimate by Cauchy's theorem providing there are no

I
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singularities between the two paths. If there are singularities between the

two paths, a correction to this transformation must be made by adding the con- hi

taibution from the poles and branch points of the integrand.

The integranads occurring in the electromagnetic problems usual.ly contain

a Hankel function of one kind or another. Before the saddle-point method can

be applied one must extract the exponential behavior from the Hankel function

to determine the location of the saddle point. This is oftentimes done by

substituting for the Hankel function its asymptotic formul . Whereas the

procedure is basically sound, it introduces an unnecessary singularity and

makes the results inealid in the neighborhood of small polar angles. The way

to avoid this was devised by Banos and Wesley (2, Ch. 5), who, instead of

using the asymptotic formula of the Hankel function, make use of its integral

representation which yields a double integral to evaluate rather than a single

one. By formal extension of the Watson' s Lemma to double integrals, they

formed a rigorous basis for the use of the saddle-point method for double

integration.

In this thesis we shall avail ourselves of the saddle-point method for

double integration of Banos and Wesley (2, Ch. 5) not only for the reason

mentioned above but for the following, In our case the basic integral U Z

contains an infinite s of Hankel functions. Whereas the asymptotic formulas

for the Hankel functions of order smaller than the argument ae simple, the

s is not true in the reverse case. Using the integral representation of

the ankel function in our case avoids then thee additional mathematica

complications.

4.1 SINGULARIT N T (3 -FLANE

The evaluation of the basic integrals U , I, a U by the saddl

point ethod of inteogation is aecessar4 contingent upon bein able t
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deform the original path of integration , to the path of steepest descent ,r

in Fig. 4.2. In the process of the continuous path deformation we must be

ure that any singularities between the two paths are properly accounted for.

To this end we shall need to know the exact location of the various singulari-

ties of the integrands of U,, U., and U3 in the complex t3-plane.

4.1 a The location-of the polez---The examination of the integrands of

U,, U1 and US in equations (3.44) reveals a possibility of a poie at a point

where the denominator vanishes. This occurs where 13 =00 and F. satisfies

the equation

The above equation can be readily solved for l, giving

si .= (4.2)
A +P

To determine the location of this pole in the complex ( -plans we assume that

n is complex with a small imaginary part. We put

n a i L n 0<n" O<n"eni

or (4.3)

nl Inale'f 0;4

then

Me 0 < 0 < (4.4)

For convenience in what follows we shall introduce at this point the concept

of Risrn sheets. 'We shall call the Riemawn sheet on whica I (n2- sn 2 () O

the upper sheet, and the one on which Im j (n-sing's ) cO the lower sheet.

Consequently, we write for the upper sheet

/n1 ~ n- u_+ - = e(4.5a)

Ad
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-z -I . 1 2Z* (.Zy- ) =-~(.

for the lover sheet. Thus, in order to have a pole on the upper or -lower

sheets, the equation (4.1) must be satisffied together With condition (4.51)

or (4.5,b) for upper or -lower sheet respectivelyr. We obtain

MO'Cfe Inji e64 ooslso . 0 (4*6a)

for the upper sheet poles, and

Me 0)'~~ + mIn 3 eZ'P cosg~a= (4.6b)

for the lower sheet poles. The above equation can be put in a more conveniient

form if we denote A, 03#i + i (An . This gives for the upper sheet

oon (' oosh So" im we o. (4.7a)

and

sin PES, I sinh f~o sin 0 (4-7b)

From equation (4.7a) it follows that 1T/2 4 (31 < 31 2 . Using this fact to-

gether with equation (4.7b) we arrive at the location of the upper sheet

poles as foJlows:

P, a (r/ < T

P, :Wr <31r/ (So> 0(4.8)

for the lower sheet we obtain from (4.6b)

I 14

Idalob gives the following for the location of the lower sheet pole.

P*aI 0 '/Z .4i >I4 0
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The location of the upper and lower sheet poles is depicted in Fig. 4.1 when

In I I which is of primary interest to us. We shall ha-e the occasion to

return to the subject of pole location later in this thesis when discussing

the evaluation of the integrals U,, IJ, and Us .

4,1_ bThe branch viont--The integrands of 0,, Ul, and Ug all contain the

radical (n -sin )4 as a result of which the point IS '( where

96= t arc sin n (4.10)

w111 be a branch point. At each point A the integrands in U., Uz, and 03 can

take one two values depending on which sign we choose for the radical.

As before, it is convenient here to talk about two sheets of the 0-plane

(formed by a two-sheeted Rienann surface) on which each integrand is single

valued. Then according to our previous convention we call the upper sheet

one on which Im J(n~q-Sin ) ) > 0 and the lower sheet one on which

Im .(nL-sinz ) I < 0. The convergence of the integrals is assured if the

path of integration at least begins and ends on the upper sheet. The two

sheets will be joined along the lines

Im o(nZOs (4.1)

starting at the branch points. These lines are shown as dashed lines in

Fig. 4.1. It can be shown that the Im (n2-pin2 ) > 0 on the side of the

dashed line facing the origin and m - (n-SinZ: ) 0 on the Opposite sde.

In the following analysis 4t will be necessary for us to determine the

location of the poles P3 and P. more accurately. In particular it will be

essential to know whether the poles P. and P. lie below or above the outs

issuing from the branch points a, and Bz respectively. For this purpose, in
adition to the cut represented by the dashed lines and corresponding to

I w "BiA4 = 0, we constr-ut l= 0. The latter
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lines are shown dotted in Fig. 4.1. The signs of Im J(nz-ain and

R (nZ-siml3)s change only when one of these lines is crossed. It follova

from equation (4.5b) that both signs are negative on the lower sheet. There-

fore, the poles P, and P. are on the same side of the cuts aS the origin.

4.2 FORMULATION OF THE COIgRIB TIOC TO THE FUNDAMTAL I TEGRALS

in the previous section we determined the singularities of the integrands

of U,,, Ut, and Us3 . In partioulaw we found a branch point and poles on both

Riemann sheets. in this section we shall determine the various oontributions

to the fundamental integrals as affected by these singularities.

Any one of the basic integrals can be written in the form

u =HY (k,,? sin$) e dk(S(S~ (4.12)

and we wish to evaluate it approximately when r is large. The saddle point

of the integrand occurs when the derivative of the exponent vanishes, i.e.

when

(4.13)

The path of the steepest descents is found from the equation

Cos (I-) 1 + i'rC (4.14)

where r is a parameter. It can be readily shown that this path will intersect

the real axis at the point A a 9, the saddle point, at an mae /4 and it

ill correspond to the path r as shown in Fig. 4.2. We now investigate the

possibility of replacing the orIginma path of intq'te on 1, ith the path 1"

corresponding to the path of the steepest descent through the saddle point

(3Q. Since the poles P and P4 lie on the lower sht they do not have to

be taken into account when sfting the path of integration from r, to r .

Me appe sheet poles P, and PL need not be tahe Into accant either sine
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they UMl never be crossed lying beyond the region of interest, - I72 -C G 7/2.

Thus, we are free to replace the original path of integration , by the path

of the steepest descent r

Nov we focus our attention on the following. As we already remarked

earlier the integrands of U,, U, and U3 are double-valued since they contain

the radical (nZesni)t. The origina path of integration . passes over the

upper sheet of the corresponding Riemann surface and can be deformed into the

path of the steepest descent r only when at least the beginning and the end

of it !ie on this sheet. in the case when the angle of incidence 9 does not

exceed the angle of the total internal reflection G., i.e., when

- G* ( Q <~ (15

then in the complex is -plane we have a picture as shown in ig. 4.2. Here

the path of the steepest descent crosses the branch cut twice and the transi-

tion from the path r to the path r is accomplished without any complicationso

hccept for the part shown dotted in Fig. 4.2, the path r will lie in the

upper sheet. In this case the only contribution to the integrals U,, Uzp and

Us will be the one from the saddle point.

The situation is different when the angle of incidence, 0, exceeds that

of the total internal reflection, G& . Here the path of the steepest descent

will coss the branch cut only once, crossing from the upper sheet to the

lower sheet and going to infinity along the lower sheet, without connecting

anTyWer with the path r. which to inadmissible. We can, however, construct a

nore complicated path of integration, suppleuenting the path of the steepest

descot r by a contour encompassing the out in such a way that the beginning

and the end of the more complicated path will lie on the upper sheet.

To this end we introduce cats" in the complex 15-plane along the branch

Copt 4.e., along tbe 4"n on which in~ (na-*&aI )I 0 whi1ch are marked
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dotted in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2. The equation of the cuts ill be

nz -sl =x, 0 !6: x z < (4a16)

and according to the previous analysis Im J (ne-snif' )+ > 0 on the sides of

the cuts facing the origin and Im j (n1-sin )* j 4 0 on the other side.

For 0 > 0 this now path of integration which was first proposed by Ott

(18, p. 451) runs along the line path of the Steepest descents C' then along

the borders of the cut, intersects the branch cut once thus entering the lover

sheet. it then continues along the path r and intersecting the branch cut

once more it ends on the upper sheet. 'the remainder of the path is along the

path r on the upper Sheet. The situation is depicted in Fig.. 4.3. For -c 0

the Situation is analogous.

As a result the complete expression for any of the integrals U, , or

U, dl consist of two parts and can be written

U = U + UNu (9 - 9 a) (417)

uhere U'"will stand for the contribution from the saddle point and U'M uill

stand for the contribution from the integration about the borders of the

branch cut. Since the contribution from the branch cut does not appear until

I.l>19.1 ,-whvempyed a unit stop functio u( - ) to denote

this.

/.22 a Foration of the contribution fyom the saddle ggoI-As we re-

marked earlier each one of the fundamental integrls can be written in the

form,

U (k. firI () k sig) 9 id13 (418)) dI

Mid the a point of the integrand is located where the derivtive of the

exponent vanishes, i.e., where I = 0. First we put

W o(4-19)

*Lobh transfers the saddle point to the point win in the oozmplz w -Plane.
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Firm w4.3- Dfomd tof n~aofor lei Joel.
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Following the procedure of Banos and Wesley (2, p. 97) we make the next trans-

formation as follows:

i.L-ik r(1I oouv) (4.20)
2

noting that

A!V (4,,21
d X i koroin w

We also note that the right-hand side of equation (4.20) can be expanded Into

a power series as fouows.

,, { O+ o+ 4 +

The above series can be inverted (2, p. 134), giving

(ikr) 24 _x + (4.23)

From the above we note that v is an odd function of x, v(x) - v(-x). Thus,

as x changes sign, so doeb v.

Nov we can transform the integral in equation (..18) to

Ur to, . - G (z) •- d x (4.24)

whxere

Pultting this expression under the integral sign in (4.24) relts t o

integrals with the Integration range from 0 to + c.0 . In the second Integral

we m0e the saubstitution x -= - x' and reverse the lW tso IOa. to the fact

that dw/dx is an even f unoton of x, v am a" tbe two integrals to torm a

single Ono as folOWs L

u~ ~'~* P(c)H() kqsa~vqwl4))eV9 cax (.6f 

4.6
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vhere () Fw+Q 47

sin V

Now we make use of the integral representation of the Hankel function (269p.i96)

HO (S)i deyT~ (4.28)
0

which now we put into equation (4.26) to obtain

4:k6~F 1 (k )(kiiT ,O (rli-,% eM Peydx cy (4.29)

where

Q (,X), (4.30)

We recognize the integral (4.29) as being analogous in form to single integral

of the type to which Watson's Lama can be applied. A theoretical basis e-

tending the Watson's Lemma to doable integrals has been provided by Banos and

Wesley (2, Ch.5). Thus, at this point all that roari to be done to find the

saddle-point contribution to the integral 0, is to exan-d the integrand Q(xy)

in a double power series and integrate term by term. When performing such an

integration we shall arail ourselves of the following well-known integrals

(9, p. 64)

(4.319)

fxe-Oxdxi g (4#31b)
-'S~
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ad in general

h.2-b Formulation ofAthe cOntribution _tfro he branch cut Bl5.M7)--To

find the contribution to the integral (4.12) due to the integration about the

borders of the cuts, we first consider the aae of 0 > 06 > 0 corresponding

to the upper cut. We write

UG(J ftfJ? (IS ) H"'(k? ain i) a e "Os( o dA (4.32)

and integrate formally on both sides of the cut, getting

UM= (13) HA'? (kq sin(3 IS k C,** js.) d(3

+ in((3) (ic.9 ainjS) *~ko-vc"(190 ) dr( (4-33)

,

where F+( ) is the value of the function F ((3) on the left side of the out

and F.( ) is the value of the same function on the right side of the cut.

Interchanging the limits of integration in the first integral we obtain

R , , ,1g jps-'-o,( 9-4. ) dp(4-3)

I

wehere

R (is) -F4 3 ) ( F(S). (4.35)

We note that since the imaginary part of (- nS)*is e o on the cut and

the real prt has different signs on the two borders of the out, then F+(A )

and F-.( 1) will differ from one another only in the sip of this square root.

In what follow it will be oonvenient to deform the path of Integration

In such a my that it goes from the branch point B, along the line on which
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the exponent in the integrand decreases most rapidly. This will be the line

on wehich

Re9 jCoo~ 0) count (4.36)

Then it in necessary that

Im a (~ 0)~ > 0 (4.37)

Ve assume for convenience that n is real.* Then setting a3 go in equation

(4. 36) gives,

const Mcon s , 0) (4.38)

Now since

oos(O - 9) = cos ((3'-. 9) oosh (3 8+ I sin(O - (V") sinht (3 (4.39)

we obtain for the path of integration from equations (4.36) and (4.38)

0os( (3-0) 006h13 00(0 6 - ) *(4.40)

This path is shown in Fig. 4.4 as a solid line. The condition (4.37) is also

satisfied on this path. The deformation from the path Q, to f"~ presents no

difficulty sine there are no singularities between them. In particular, the

pole P3, lies below and not above the Line r.j a we remarked earlier in

Section 4.1.

In view of the results of equation (4.40) we rewrite equation (4.34)

U~me~~~Gc~eis~fR(tS) i (k0 9 sin()*kviO-9iqVj(41

Nov using equation (4.40) we express the entire integrand in terms of 03

wh~ich we treat as a new variable of Integration. The new limits of integru-

tion are from 0 to ' *For tcr large on the path of the steepest descent

onlyv mall values of 3 11 l be important. Morover, we can set Is 0

on the initial part of the path. Thus,

SLS 3 3 en( &(44a
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IB

figue /#h 4 Detained Pth For 5rtxaoh-Oft Zntegra When 06<* 0 4 /2
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d = . d a (4.42b)

Finailyl we puit

2

and rewrite (4.41)

Uj~* j Lkv -cav joG6,0) fx R(3 ) '( (kO? si- 6) eI/2e (4.44)

where fa in the above equation stands for

N e ct w"pr o r h e (4 -4 5 )

Next we perform the integration around the borders of the branach cut origina-

ting at B. pertinent to angles Q such that - 7/2 <0 g o Integrating

formally we get

+ f F+(I() H"])(k. 9 aislns) e~k'r"o i(3O)d& (4.41'

where again F,((3) is the value of the function F (f) on the left side of the

Out and F-( (3) is the value of the same function on the right side of the cut.

Interchanging the limits of integration in the first integral, we obtain

UMO= - ( R(,S) H'?(koqsin() sin"o"5(f ) 3  (4.47)

where R(f3 ) is the same as in equation (4.35). Proceeding as before, we do-

fine a new path of integration on which Fm cos((e- Q) =const. But ths

time we have to set (6 -Ge in equation (4.36) to obtain

const = cosl09 0 8 ) (4.4)

and the new path of integ ion is expressed by

os( G' 0) ooub " = cos(0 + . (4.49)
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This path is shown in Pig. 4.5 as a solid line. In view of the above reslts

we rewrite equation (4.47) as follows:

o HIk.-es(e.. e) (kq)sin ) e (450)

Nov using equation (4.49) we express the entire integrand in terms of /3

which ve treat as a new variable of integration. The new ligits of integray.

tion are from 0 to - o . oreover, we set (3' - - 08 on the initial path.

Thus,

and

Now we rewrite (4.50)

o- i a)f R( A )^HV (k6? uin ) e.(s+G), "d , (4.52)

It will be more convenient to have the range of integrAtion from 0 to +

rather than, from 0 to - ' ; to this end vs put

is' = - -'-- (4.53)2

which gives

U(W= isO-e Hl"(1)i' (k-k in (S.rL.I~)~d 44

ihm (S stada for the same as in equation (4.45). Noting that
F,a x rs II (ra55)

we can include (4.41) and (4.55) in a singl eqution "a folow,

Cs) is kov-celo@)ft R ( )'e( (kjo In 1

0 (4.56)
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Now we insert the integral representation of the Hankel function and obtain

finally

0

We pause for a moment to think about the significance of the above re-

In the formulation of the branch-cut integration we introduced a change

of the vaiable in the form

(3Q +~L (4.5

and subsequently concluded that only small values of x would contribute to the

integral. While this statement in itself is true, it produces an undesirable

complication. For if is is given by (4.58) then we are forced to integrate in

a small neighborhood about s = 0 which is just the point where the high fre-

quency approximation (3.7) is not valid.

Whether the results produced by such an integration would still make

sense, it is difficult to appraise at this time. However, in a more rigorous

analysis which we are able to carry out in the case of the line source pro-

blues, Section 9.6, indcate that the resulte of such an integration are in-

deed not valid since they produce expressions substntiaLl different from

those that are obtained when the high frequency a o4on is introduced

after integration.

We hall, henceforh neglect the oontribution from the branch-cut inte-

gration altogether in the Present problem. First, beause we ane not a-le to
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effectively carry it out in the present formulation and second, as we shall

see later in Section 9.6, such a branch-cut integration shows that the lead-

ing term of the lateral field are of second order only.

,4.3 EVALAUATION 0F THE FUNDAMflTAL INTEGRALS AT THE SADDLE POINT

In Section 4.2 we derived a general formula for evaluation of the saddle-

point contribution to the fndmntal integrals. In this section we shall

apply these formulas to find the asymptotic expressions for U, , U, and U3

A.3 a- The integral ,.. --Applying equations (4.29) and (4.30) to the

expression for U, in equation (3-44a) we obtain

4 e d XrdU, L J Q(x,y) •"'h e", dady (4.59)L. kr f

-e0

where

an w(x) is given by equation (4.23). We find for the leading term

-Cos -e - 1
Q, Y)-- ' (4.61)

Plttng thin into (4.59) and using the integral in (4.31) we obtain

i.o k -. K M -TO-
-42 e~k-r co38e j.62)t '

4.3 b The interl Uz --Applying equations (4.29) and (4-30) to the

excpreuion for U, in equation (3.I,4b) we obtain

ga ". ai+) ~ f (x, y)Vx%~ e- Y Od y (4.63)
•lmO . f 0

IWO
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+c%/~ w e+.k 9+ 1- 0 I

sad v(s) is given by equation (4.23). We find for the leading tezm

2+ '(C k. r-)2 +'cosG s. e++ e +k+ - s 2(zv) (4.65)

utting this into equation (4.63) gives

. .66)

Using (4 31) we note

f Y2(2iyI*e-yzdy r(2v. 31) 2 +

.40

fe-,,'z d , jf (4.67)
0

ihioh upon substitution Into (4.66) gles

Tj~~ Z~l'wIc (4.68)~ A- 4 eLe WUz (V-o977 r-fU s e,'+,.e','+ +, rtcos 9) Z,.

The series on tU etr m right in the above equation can be pamei. We

wit toma-ly

and recognise the series on the right as the b omia senris GoS isting of

ter. (~)Vv.Thu ve an sum imudiAte* by iw -M~

ShU(z + )Ia (4.69)
+ , + + y+ ... ..
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Inserting the above result in equation (4.68) we obtain final

4.3 a The integt-l Us--Applying equations (4.29) and (4.30) to the

expression for as in equation (3.44,) we obtain

where
u = - % s xkoSC. ) [+ k' a't- e ." -y (+.iu .i--s.()4

Q3,

Q, (x,y) = srL-84+.L .S,,) [Vr€'.1.'.+,,..')e + rL¢os~w+e)IZ4.2

where v(x) is given by equation (4.23). We obtain for the leading ter

Z4L su I E co5W)Z (4.73)

Substituting the last result into (4.71) and makin use of the integrals in

(4.31), we obtain

-,.2 cose ,hre ' (4' 7 ,( )

4.4 DIFFENTIAILITY 0F TH AOI C FOI

The usefns of the asymptotio for=s for V,, UV2 , and U found in the

previous section Is neoesamrl contingent upon whether these fors are

differentiable or not. In this setion we shaa:sbov that our asymptotic

form are differentiable by the way of sholAMn that the differential relatimon

K ~ adti2g amag their integral rprsentations awe also asatfed by their

ammptotic fors.

It can be shoim that the followmn -ereaial relationipse

0.
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satisfied by the integral representations of Ult Uz D and UP:

U, =~.ij - 1 Yag 2  COW5a

In what follows we shall show that the above relationships are satisfied by

the aquptotic forms of the contributions from the saddle point.

To demonstrate the differentiability of U , #U 1 , and Uj we first note

using (3.48) aid the results of Section 4.31

).(-.i IC.0ostosiG() (4. 76a)

i k, iny uin 0 ()(4.76b)

2 -( i k. coo 0 ()(4.16o)

~() ~i k6Vnr-Ainz () (4-76d)

whaer'e the first three relationships are valid only' to the first inverse order

of re Applying these to (4-75a) and (4-75b), we obtain

9,in2i1icf sinG 0 IeZsinz U2  (4.7%a)

2sin q sin 0 U2  si3 ( +ui a'~L ncos 0) U,. (4.77b)

ha xaintin f 4.2)and (4.68) reveals that the relatiUonship (4.77a) io

satisfied. Siiary an examzination of (4.68) and (4.74) reveals tat the

reltinsip(4q.77b) is satisfied.

This concludes the proof that 9U1  z U nd U 3 or ifenibe to the

first Inverse order in re,
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4.6 CLOSURE

In the foregoing chapter we evaluated approximately the fundamental into"

grals U,, I2, and U3 . In the process of their evaluation we found that the

asymptotic representation of each of these integrals consists of two basic
parts. The first pat comes from the contribution of the saddle point of the

integrand and represents the wellm-oi radiation field with -the leading term

characterized by the factor r ' exp (ikor). The second part which appears for

0 > 0. where Q. corresponds to the angle of the total internal reflection in

the plasma, comes from the integration along the borders of the branch cut and

represents the lateral field (5, p. 270). While the contribution of the

branch-cut integration was formulated, it as not used to find the actual corn!

ponents of the lateral field. The reason for this ws the fact that the main

contribution to the lateral field appeared to have come from the point where

the earlier introduced high frequency approximation was not valid. The Sub-

ject of lateral waves will be discussed later, however, when dealing with the

line sources where rigorous evaluation of the lateral field is possible.

Finally, we remark that the asymptotic representations of the fundamental

integrals U,, Uz , and U. are differentiable and thus are valid representations

and as such they can be used to find the asymptotic form of the components of

the .Hertsian vector and subsequently the field components in the radiation

mono*



PMLM AND POMR FLOW IN THE AIR FOR T DIPOLE IN MAGNETOPLASMA

In the preceding chapter We found the leading terzh of the asymptotic

representation for the fundamental integrals U, # Uz , and Us . in addition

we have demonstrated that the tapptotio forms were differentiable to the dem

sired order and an saoh they could be used to find first, aaztotic forms of

the components of the Hertsian vector and seoond, the aqnptotic forms of the

field components themselves.

In what follows we shall use these facts to arrive at the results of

this chapter.

5.1 THE HTZIZAN VECTOR AND THE FIELDs

In this section we first find the asyptotic forms for the components of

the Hertzian vector in spherical coordinates. Following that, w express the

spherical components of the fields in terms of the components of the Hertzian

vector and finally find the explicit forms of the various field components in

sphericail coordinates.

5.1 a The g,-Hertsian vetoL -App].ying the ezpressions for the partial

derivatives from the results of (4.76), wrwrite (3.27a) and (3.27b)

obtaininA

A-6 O r UOaCq*
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and

Nov incorporating the results of (4.62), (4.70) and (4.74) We obtain the

desired result

and

T 1 0 The lctic iel in a7heica Torit InSetin .2

nocted that the elati field was derivable from the Hertsian vector a

followu

Them each Cartesian component of the eleotria field is given b7

'O

to find the components of the elec-tric field In sphericalZ coInamtes we use



(3.49) and get

W". coo sin'e + sin 0 2) )1r.. Go00 Q(5iAcek &00oScea)1r,0  (5.3a)

E= i WAM '0(Z1E. (ooseD+ sincea, )1Tt, (5-3b)

ZO0 = 4- iL&.AO { (oos 0 e, - sin~c sin Go~ + sin Q(siny ~- 9f )11~w (5.30)

go now use the resul1ts of equation (4.76) for the partial derifttives and

obtain for the components of F-.in terms of -iW. as follows:

EG, = - si-n T,, (5o 4a)

B!" k0 , t(coace d0g O1T~ sin 0 1, (5.4b)

We note that to the first order in r the electric field is purely transverse

as it should be at a far distance from the source (7, p. 67).

59j c -Da maanetlc field iu spherica-l coordinateaw In Section 2.2 we

noted that the magnetic field in the air was derivable from the Hertzian

rector as follows:a

H. - k. 7r. +~~.r (5.5)

Then the Cartesian components of the vector H, are

H,,0 = + a.ir.,) (.b

H = kAT 1 0  1a(To -aT 0  (5.6c)

To find the components of the magnetic field in spherical coordinates we use

(3.49) and get

H.=Ioosrfos (ki.+ + k(s4nqfosQy- sing c~z)~TO

+ Io a. 0afok+ ain etaa 0 ('i: 2.17.
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li81 2oosf,D, inff (k.+

Hr03 1toos qsD n ce a. )+mIrzB~ aoQ~~1~ (5.70)

+ jos4(0+ )+ ajw(ooe nO0 f,+ sin 1, in Q,,~T

NOV Ve use the results of equation (4.76) for the partial derivatives and

obtain for the components of H In tems of 1o as follows:

H*0  4 O~ [ GOB~o QT, *- sin tr45.s

Hro = 0 (5.So)

We note in passing that to the first order the magnetio field is purely

transverse as it should be.

We note the following useful relationships among transverse electric and

magnetic fields:

la a .A Egg.a zO (5.9)H Y0 H e

5,.1 4 Theradiaton field-"We shall now wite the explicit forrs of the

field components. Using the results of (5.4) as well as those of (5.2%) and

(5.2b), we obtain for the components of the radiation field

p .0 " n 1 e L' - {PLZ ' " C - - 54 [- + -f

+ co. 'i'os, o+'2 Lkek (5.10.)



so

and

[C4 + _ _ _ _ (5.1 Ob)

We note that in general the field patterns will not be symmtric in the g

Well as in the ce' -plantes.

We note that some of the omponento of the above field expressions be-

come infinite when sin 9 n . This is a direct consequence of the approxim-

tion we have introduced earlier in equation (3.7) which, as we stated, was not

valid for a =0 corresponding to sin B = a in the above results. The results

for the radiation field are valid, however, everywhere except in the neighbor-
hood of the point sin 0 = n and, ofcuswti 9h limitations of the ap-

proximation itself. This statement we shall prove formally in the latter part

of this work when we discuss the solutions to the line sources in Parts II and

As a partial check on the above results we shall go to the limit as n -L

We should, in this case, obtain the well-known solution for an isolated mage-

tic dipole. To this end we note iunediately from (5.4a) and (5.4b) that whien

hm0 then

4 lrWM r 51

~0 0

*Ldih is in agreement ith the well-knova result (25, p. 184).
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5.2 THE POWER FLOW

in the preceding section we found the electric and magnetic field com-

ponents in the air. The form of these components reveals certain additions

that are dae to the anisotropy of the plaspia. In this section we shall deter-

mine the effect of these additions on the direction mid maiitude of the

energy carried by the electromagnetic wave.

The ti. e-aerafged energy density carried by an electromagnetic wave iS

given by the Poynting vector

which -in our case will have only a single component in the radial direction

given by

Re j B Re 6 HE*Heo - Eo . hi*, (5.13)

which it view of the relationships in equation (5.9) can be written

Sto = _ _ ( IIEOj + iE~.Iz ) (5.14)

Now substituting for E., and Z.. from (5.10a) and (5.1Ob) respectively, we

obtain

e- kM?-Cosz,~VOA2

where

'. L)Zoiisinzc,. +004_ 9
coQ + jZ iiT 2 Vn'r-si&(oosO+ V;E;~

+ khO~ 3(. a
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(con ___ a(o QX +-r +n. sin1 O

The Power Pattern represented by equation (5.*15) was computed and plotted

in Figures 5.2 - $.4 for the dipole situated at the l-ower edge of the iono&

sphere. for the purpose of this example the !,ower edge of the ionosphere was

assumed to be homogeneous and sharpily boundad, having an electron density

N a 750 electrons per cubic centimeter and the earth's magnetic field Noce

gauss. Since the cyclotron resonance associated with the assumed earth'sa mag-

netic field is 1.12 x 1016 cycles per second, to stay within the limits of the

validity of the high frequency approximation, the lowest frequency considered

was 3 x 106 cycles per second giving ~'ca 373 which VIS assumed to be

adequate.

Eamination of the Figures 5.2 - 5.4* reveals that the correction due to

the earth'sa magnetic field manifesto itself moat stronglyr in the plane ef = 0

and e'=1r/4 where 'p is azimuthal angle measured from the axis of the di-

pole. Even here this correction is not# however, very large at these frequen.

close It can be seen that for moderat, polar angles this correction is corn-

plete4y negligible and it begins to be noticeable for 0 > 600. Furthermore,

this correction becomes infinite at the critical uagle G wher our high fro-

quency approxa--mation does not bold.

5.3 COSURE

In this chapter we haye completed the approximate high frequency Solution
to the Problem of a horixontal magnetic dipoein agepas. Inpatcla

we found all of the radiation field components in the air and were able to

separate definit3y the contribnUons of the p~asma' a anisotropy.
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The results of this analysis were applied to the problem of a horizontal

magnetic dipole situated in the lower edge of the ionosphere. The power pat-

terns in the air were obt o Lned for frequencies above 3 megacycles. It appears

that in these frequencies, the correction due to the earth' s magnetic field

manifests itself most strongly in the polar plane through the axis of the di-

pole and T/A from it. Moreover, the patterns are symmetric and the corred-

tion due to the earth's magnetic field appears to be significant only for

large polar angles, i.e., in the regions close to the interface.



CHAPTER 6

VORMLTION OF THE PROBLEM FOR A IMAN 1'C DIPOLE SOURCE IN ME AIR

in this chapter we shall be concerned with the finding of appropriate

integral representations for the Cartesian components of the field vectors

for the magnetoplasma- and air-half spaces with a source in air. In mwa re-

spects the present boundary value problem is similar to the one in Chapter 2.

We shall, therefore, avail ourselves of the many results of that chapter that

are applicable to the present problem.

6.1 STATNWT OF THE PROBLB

The geometry of the problem is uhoun in Fig. 6.1. The borisontal plane,

a = 0, coincides with the interface between the anisotropic homogeneous plam

and air. Again, we shall call the plasma medium (1) and the air medium (0)9

and asswe that both media have the sam magnetic inductive capacity of fre

space,.. The steady magnetic field Hoc shall be oriented as before in the

positive x- direction.

6.2 Fl 4DTAL IJATIONS

The definition of the present boundary value problem implies solution to
wL' s equatons subject to the usa boundary conditions at the interfae

and proper behavior at infinity. As before, we shall work with the Hertzla

vector of the magnetic type in the 4r region and with the actual field
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Components in the plasma.

6.2 g -nie-fi-el - I &uat j-n Section 2.2 it was shown that the source

of slctromagnetic waves may be regarded as a magnetic dipole singularity

which in the present case All be located at a point (0. 0, h).

Then the Hoetiaa vector in the air il satisfy the inhomogeneous vector

wve equation

(V2 +ki)!j '0 C )()(*h) (6.1)

HO. k4 1. + (6.2b)

in the plasma the magnetic field must satisfy the homogeneous system of

equations of (2.26) which we rewrite here for convenience

I III(6.3)

and the electric f4eld is given in terms of the magnetic field as follows:

z o. -Zupa theA Hto

6.3 YOURI= INTWGRA REPMENTTION IN OARTESIAN COOINATES

As before, we shell pplqy here the triple Fourier transform pair to

sinplfy thefouation of the present problem.
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6.3 a The De a~~r integ oorreponding to -the ouro-e-Applying the

results of Section 2.2 to the wave equation of (6.1) we readll obtain

0 /

where s. & k' - 'as before. We invert with respect to the Oi3 transfor

variable to obtain

O -- '. . . ( 6 .6 )

lov Interting with respect to the a, and ol tanasform variables, we obtain

the wall-known result (2, p. 22)

X696 06, 0-6t ed(6.7)
X0 T'ceWI. Jj

6.3 b The conniementary integral in the ai To satisfy the boundary

conditions at the interface we shall need appropriate oomplementary solutions

of the differential equation (6.1). These can be written at once as follows

~60

",o ., e- -IWa+ Z tj X (.)and

!(X ff OLY~sK XS) do.X dC2Ct. (6.8b)

Sall of the above integrls we sall require that Im . > o as before.

6.3 a The fields in the inagneto~lan'-The fields in the mm-etopmana

=at satisfy the system of the differaettial equations in (6.3)* Thei fora

All be identical t those obtained in the previous problem in equations
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(2.64s.)t (2.614bo and (2.64c). Thus, us write

lit, * j(f(A. e 4z Ajte - S&Z)4e 4(N~ +ciy) ac.do, (6.9a)

+ ~ .jI 4 I 1 A ~a~44~K*%9docdot(6.9qb)

'zi - g4e~~X k e~a(6.9.)

whafr,, as before

k (S) tk- t- (xI KI)t) " X(ots,'a.)) (6.l00)

6.4liiDOUNIARY CONDITIONS

TAO boundarY aoradtions to be satisfled in the present probim ane

identical to those of Capter 2. However, due to thbe fact that the sodrog of

tUe 0010'~mnei ws s o siW0tuated in the air rather than ina the
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uagntoplaua, they can be restated in more convenient form.

6.k a Statemnt. of the boundai- oonditionq--The boundary conditions to

be satisfied by the Cartesian components of the field vectors require conti-

nuity of the tangential component. of the electric and magnetic fields at the

interface z = 0. This was formally stated In equation (2.70). For the pur-

pose of the present problem we put these equations in the following form:

k. ''z Ir. ft HAI H, (6.11,

ko i l, - H y, (6.1 b)

k a' + +L-~j (6.11d)

x 'I X , I?+~L.Y

where we used v to denote the field expressions with the Integral signs,

Carrying out Indicated mathematical operationsp one obtains four alge-

braic equations with four unknowns which we shall write In a symbolic ton as

follows:

a It 0 ci 014 B,

0 Olt C 2 024 B1  0 (6.12)

0 033 033 034 A, 0

o 0 043 044 . A E

c,, 1 (6.13.)
* .. , .[ ,s,)4o ,2I.(s~J1 +.X '.s.c +  (6.13b)

@ 4 " + .... ... o - ,() ...... ..... .. (6.13.)
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0 2Z =±I.(6.13d)o% z (6.13-)

024 =i 1L 4P.~ -k - a)JLc~).ck-c' (6.1 3f)

31- (6.13g)

3 ,,(6.13h)
LK-.- :(2.L-+z

03-4 = 1 CPO] CSZ) (6 1 31+)

0o+,1 (6.131)
K. .( . ..o, ) + + i w .. .. .. . . 4 -

S-(6.13k)

!r0-2.4) (&a) K&L + + X S16-".4k~ oK.(6144

(6.131)

S- + "(6.13m)
Za.

6.5 HI.H FREQU E I APPROIWATIoN

The do-ter'mination of the unkuon B ,B2 , A, and A. from the nystem of

equations (6.12) iS a. straight-forward but tedious process. The results would

Aecessarily be veryr lengt1W and probably not too useful. Therefore, as in the

case of the dipole in the nagnstoplam we shall forego their evaluation in
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this fa. Instead, as before, we introduce the high frequency appo Rimation

(3.7) whch we rewrite here for oonvenience

I,, a ± , (6.14)
2s

*eft ita (k' i- c.-O&As before.

6.Sa -aluation- of -theboundary- ceffi cent: Using the high frequenq

approxmation we find the approxiate value of the matrix ooeffioients a 4i
a. follows:

1 (6.15a)

o~)s +oe K M.2 S'&0(Y2 ((70. z
a', s (ko (6615b)

kh ?
k (6.15.)

-. = _ (6.15d)

[L, k,S(.+ Cs , (n-O](= Cew) at k= ;),. ' .. 'Z
Gas CI 10: =;'= + s W'=) (6.15e)

(6.15f)

• - (6.15g)

ikL (6.15h)
0343 -0 (6. -i)

,41 1(6.1j)

@e * k s E. .. . . . .. 5 ) - ( s k - d ) O L.. .. . . . . . . ) ( 6 .1)
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Furthermore, we can reduce the systme of equations in (6.12) to a simpler

system as follows:

e,, 0 Ci ,4 B, Bb

0 011 CIS 02, B2  0a (6.16)

0 0 dzs d34 Al 0

0 0 d4 5 d *4 A .2b,

Where

dS= al, (6.17&)

d3
" a2 1  (6.1 7b)

---- Ir--(6.17c)

d44 all (6.17d)

and, a, 1 a2 ,, and a 2 1 are given by (3.11).

Using the above results we obtain finally

0,1[ - e'" (6.18b)

6.5 b Ute" relpresentation of the artesian components of the

ld" -  -stitti the results of (6.18a) and (6.18b) into (6.8%)

aad (6.8b) respectively, one obtains

J LSJzkl C-S,(Z4k)

-Si S4 .0S (6.19a)

, .......... o. ... - ]e . ' je4 " a)d 0 d, .+[(+ + + + ~f(+~s)( '01+
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*e ~ aysa(~k~locd~a.(6.19b)

We note that ,hen h = O, (6.19a) and (6.19b) are maotly the sa as (3.O2a)

od (3.22b) respectively as they should be.

Using the relationships of equation (3.23b) we recast the above integrals

In more oonvenient forms

1-_ = f }

and

________ Licd~ 46.;0b7

Y C1~/J ofts CIO (6.200)~

6.5 a Definition of fMtaze.nta inte --To facilitate the evaluation

of the above definite integrals we shall, a in Section 3.3, define certain

fundametal integrals froa ubch all ohm *ol be derived by differentia-

t Ion tbis end we dafiao
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ffe~L ~Y~ -(6.21a)

= f- (6.21b)

Ir ffe S(--r~ dot C (6.21 c)

i f~~ C S0( + .Zk

2W' 0otLase.r(se8)

Employing the above definitions we can revrit. the Cartesian components of

the Hertulan vector as follows:

Met ,f e 'May)

*2l~~4Z~vz>~~ 1 ~zs]}(6.22a)

6.5 d fAnsformation &o cylindrical Moodia e In 2agniMraon and
tasform isgioeg- kploying the transformationsoeqtin (3.28) and (3.29)

we rewite the fandamental, integra-lo s me oflawa
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Vf @ + (1)X d, (6.239)

a f z
. (z '

0 ii. (,k'),, d). (6.23b)
(a +* "o a.

VS + H (;k),A d (6.23o)

V4. 1~ (Aq)Cd (6.23d)
+I,4+

1.9.

6.5 e-or-nafouation-to uthgricA-1 oordin&-as i oonfimumat±onanda tz'aua

fomoagm-In the configuration space w transform as shown in Fig. 6.1* V

note

. sin e , (6.24)

and

a + r h 00)0

rasa ain (6.25)

In the transform space w put as before

mad s a oon-.squeoe obtain the foloving remist.,

e (6.2%)
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V f (62b..)

V! e ik.rc*6&A3- 0), (6.97.)

'4 = (6.27d)

V5  ________dp.(6.27.)

6.6 CLOSURE

In the foregoing chapter we first rigorously formulated the problem of a

horizontal magnetic dipole in the air in the presence of a manetoplasma half-

space. Following the rigorous formulation we then applied the high frequency

approximation as in Chapter 3. This enabled us to find the explicit form of

the boundary coefficients and the approximate integral representations of the

Cartesian components of the Hertzian vector.

Furthermore, as a partial check on the results of this chapter as well as

those of Chapter 3. we have show that the integral representations of the

Hertsian vector in the cases of the source in the magnetoplasma and in the air

are identical when the depth of the source burial is aero, that i, when the

source Is situated righit on the boundary.



CHAPTER7

FIE1DS AND POWE FLOW IN4 AIR FOR THE DIPOLS IN AIR

in the preceding chapter we found the approximate integral expressions

for the Cartesian components of the Hertsian vecotor in the air. We also de-

fined certain fmdamental integrals wioiho when evaluated, can be used to find

the explicit form of the Hertuian vector and the field componets by differem-

tUatione

In this chapter we first evaluate approximately these fuandamental inte-

grals, find the components of the Hertsian vector, and finafll7 the components

of the radiation field and the Poynting vector.

7.1 EVALUATION OF THE ?UDPJ4TAL INTEGRALS

The fundamental integrals of the previous chapter are very similae to

those of Chapter 4. the only essential difference being the absence of the

factor @0p (ish). The reason for the factor 'Ii' not appearing in the inte-

grals under consideration is the fact in the present problem the corresponding

factor exp (iesh) wa combined with exp (iscs) by means of a proper shift in

the coordinate syste, and thus, absorbed in the radial distance r or r,.

The basic method that has formulated in Chapter 4 a be used here effectively

and the em-lution of the present integrals can be accomplised almost by

Pirst we conside the first two integrals In equat~ou (6.22s). Thoew
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rOme are well-known (2,p.22) and the results can be written at once. We have

Nr ext, we focus our attenton on the integral V| in eqution (6.,27A) and

oompr it with the integra V, 1n equation (3,*4). We note that

G(e

V, (=O, 4hz ). T(7.3a)[ e '
-£

Vo .co 0A2 + soe ! '

ft ex, oo cuaour V ion2 an t inte4al Vad ( etion weta) write

nausoy (4.1)

12 ( 07 )
v i.e 3  [o 00 0

rV41 - (7.3d)
It L (cos 0 + Oinmsiez 0)(nlo a + r

?imelly, oomparing v. in equation (6-279) and U, in equation (3-44b), we ob-

tain using (4.70)

/n ., in Q 008 0- k.~os~

(7.30)
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7.2 TEX HM IAN VECTOR AND THE FIMD

Having found the leading terms of the asymptotic expansions for V, through

V5,s w shal now use these results to write down the components of the Hertsiu

veotor in explicit for and later the components of the radiation field.

7.2_a _-The HertsianvO2tor-,Aplizing the expression& for the partial do-

rivatives from the results of (4.6), we rewrite (6.2.2a) and (6,22b) as
follos

mi .iik i .. sin .......... yr.n( V,

+(inaiuin z + o.) V]

Now incorporating the results of (7.3), ve obtain for the radiation field

i a ( eo . 2aee • o2 -i
41'4 .. ro r na. 0 + t/al - sitn'9 I

+nad cogj~) n cog n-i 2

and

1 i a ooossin 0 oo. 2(oBv0iB

... .. . . .... ... .---- 0 - I

jea SI v(7.5b)

I IV 2 sinq'sinO 4) ~q a&G- osO 1
a- n Im A- ( *-a-so
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p radIi&:LonQ4d-We shall now, write the explicit forms of the

* field omponents. Using the results of (5.4) as Veil as those of (1.5), we

obtain

too 

-n

+ IAO sin 00050SA (7.6a)
e os + 4 n.si~ naos s +

and

4.me .6 -z-

+ oos 0 + vnm sin20 r

(7.6b)
i'75i'f' sn B 2000lz + ooeg vnr. sin'yS)

+ 2su~ *'ao 0(Cii) t oB ~ sin 

0os B + Va- -sz r

The mpetio field amipoents ame related to the elecmics field components as

in (509)9 %hut lot

* (7.7)

*a*, So is the fm. spas impedamne.



7.3 THE POWR FLOW

The radiation field components found in the previous section can now be

used to obtain the time-averaged Pcaynting vector given by (5.14). Thus, we

obtain

where

2 (r nr.o a+ VnZ~i

+ +io 2 0 ~ ~ - ~ 050c5'.

aa+VWZ..snz 0 2 Vn 1r-sinBTO(coe 0+ V1 ni-rm;j;Ej )J r

~~.6k +-~ij ln., 6  0(Sm&0Q+ 008 a V iji 2 )

(7.9b)
12 va~fin 0 sinz+OoaQ an -sin.e

/n - sIn1 0 -T -xl 1 0 8+ ly'n 2 -ein2 0 -(o rz s

Again we note that when h = 0 the Poynting vector in this case is identical to

that in equation (5.15) and coorresponding to the case when the dipole is situ-

ated in the uagnetoplaaina.

7.4 CLOSURE

in this chapter we have completed the approximate high frequency solution

to the problem of a horizontal magnetic dipole in air in the presence of a

wagneotoplauua half-space. In particular, we found all of the radiation field

components in the air and were able to separate defintely the contributions

of the pl2ma' a anisotropy.

As a partial oheok onk the results of this chapter, as well as those of
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Chapter 59 we noted that the corresponding results were identical when the

* depth of the source's burial in each case was allowed to approach mero, ise.,

when the source was situated at the interface.

Although no nmerical example was considered in this problem, the results

can be expected to be substantially the sam an those of Chapter 5 and there-

fore, the conclusions drawn in that chapter also apl here.
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RIGOROUS8 FORMILATION OF THE PROBLD OF Ali ELECTRIC CURREN4T LINE SOURCE MWI
TESTEAM MAGNETIC FIELD IS PEPENDICULAR TO IT

In this chapter we shall be concerned with the finding of appropriate

integral representations for the Cartesian components of the field vectors

for the magnetoplasm- and airi-half- spaces. This will entail review of the

ftndamental field equations and the definition of the source of elect3'o-

igntio waves.

8.1 STATE4DI OF THE PROBLEM

The geometry of the problem Is shown in Fig. 8.1. The horizontal plane

* 0 coincides with the interface between the axpsotropio homogenous plasma

and air. Again for convenience, we shall call the plasma medium (1) and the

air meim(0) . Ag before,, we assume that both media have the sawme magntica

,Inductive capacity of free spacej , - The steady magnetic field Ho will, In

this cases be oriented perpendicular to the line source whereas the plane

formed by the line source and the direction of the stead magnetic field Is

parallel to the interface.
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8.2 FUNDAMTAL EQJATIONS

The definition of the present boundary value problem implies solution

to Maxwell's equations subject to the usual boundaz7 conditions at the

interfaoe and proper behavior at infinity. The use of the auxiliary vector

potentials does not seem to simplify the problem any. Thusp we shall

operate with the field components directly.

8.2 -a The- nature of t he source or the purpose of this problem It will

be assumed that the source of the electromagnetic waves consists of a very

thin straight wire of Infinite extent carrying an alternating current Ze~ t .

To localime the source properly we write for the electric current densi

S I(+h) 8.1)

whene ()iS the Dirac delta function (7,p.-3).

8.2 b The field 9auatons-We ass'ued previously that our source of

electromagnetic waves in this problem may be regarded as an electric current

line singularity at a point x = 0 and s = - h. Then for the OetoplAM

region the appropriate form of Maxwell's equation is

~xir mic~Z+Igx)S~~h~i(8.2)

*wre is the eleotrao cag denV reae to the electric cuarent r the

.oatinity eSuatiOn

* ~ u.~f..(8.3)
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to obtain the wve equation we perfom a ourl operation on the first equation

of (8.2) and then substitute for ' z I from the second and obtain

;v x I + k e' 1WC J I S(Z) S(S +h) -I*8.4

Using the components of the tensor as in equation (2.8) and carrying out the

nessary algebra noting that a m Op one obtain a qstn of a4mutaneus

differential equations

1.1L _ L_ _j
o ,z' o I sy!--mmiC( ,,hz)& .4h (85)

wioh we shall leave in this form for the time being. From the first equation

of (8.2) we note that the magnetic field is uble in terms of th elseo-

two fiald as follow:

119, 0 " z 0 ]

Hyl a.±-". 0 13  , (8.6)

S121J [0 o J L ,

In the al-r gion the appropriate form of the ftzwll's equation is

. 0

= (8.7)

O.. 0

and the Cartesian componss of the electric and mageto t " atisfy the

vector We equation

jP4 k;' Zoo.
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8.3 F URII ITEDAL REENpTATIQN IN CARTESIAN CMO0 IATES

The formulation of the present boundary value problem can be simplified

a great deal by expressing the field components in magnetoplasma and in the

air in terms of their double Fourier integral representation in Cartesian

coordnates in the transform space as veil as in the configaration space.

Thu, we introduce a double Fourier transform pair defined by

I I I o)d

and

r ()a) ( ff 0 ( 40" dO . (8.10)

In i at follows we shall also need the transforms of the derivatives. These

can be obtained by integrating by parts. As we showed in Chapter 2 for the

triple transform, the vanishing of the integrated part at the upper and lower

limits is assured providi the radiation condition is satisfied. Thus, assum-

in that the radiation condition is satisfied we can establish the following

correspondences:

8.3 a The peticular inte-ral oorresvonding to the aourc -To transform

the inhonogeneous system of simultaneous differential equations (8.5), one

mil tiplas both sidm by exp i(ox, x + cxs)~ and integratets with respeew to

the real variables x and a between - c-* and + - The righit-hand sido o

(8.5) yie4e at once

m+ h) O) dx z un (1)
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and the left-hand side transforms acoording to equatioas (8.9) and (3.11).

Thus, one obtains

00

e,, - 72 .k,= , J 9 z.,1- 0

which can be immediately reduced to

0 EI 0

~0 (oc,-s, Xas-s;) 0 ,(814)

0 4440..x.2) k2)

where now

2. eSV.~Z E 2 4  I[(X- Qk!- ~~*2j 4to (8.15).S* 1E, =  " 3

We compare (8.15) with (2.41) and observe that the former is the same as the

latter with a=z = 0. From (8.7) we can write each tran'sformed component of the

electric field an follows:

=(P).. zA.)Mp E2 ±(r)4o ,L) e- (osa)(a2-sz) je tk (8.16)

rhe inversion with respect to the ogx transform variable can be performed

imiediately. According to (2.53) and (2.54) we obtain

j(P)~~~~~ Z5,5~~2 )S e~ IZ~kI L*AiIEt 4SalZ&~ X+ kia
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3 -(+ I 1b){ +_s. e ,+. - ; s- s .j (8.17.)

Finally, we invert with respect to the ot, trnsform variable and obtain the

desired representations

_,a 5 ! (' . -

4r jIS. (S.Z6--SL") e (8.18b)

~~i~fte t"- xe~edc

8.3-b- The ooRnlmna_U fielld in the iama-In the preceding section

we obtained the "particular Integrals" of the system of equations (8.13) which

represent primry excitation due to the source. To satisfly the boundary oni-

ditions of the problem,, we shall need an appropriate c plenaysolution

of the homoeeneous system of (8.13).

From (8.14) it is clear that .$satisfiesxi

we in_ t-he o-e-eio axs i ahe uasa-- terecedin eton

ree to~e the w-oordimua nte grahe eoa to (1.19) am e witen 81) h

L 1z-- ),- _ i
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where we discarded solutions with positive exponentials since we can have

only waves going away from the interface upon reflection. The coefficients

C can be found by a method identical to the one of Section 2.3. We obtain

C,, = . . Cz, (8.21 a)( k4- o, ) - ES,

o3, = . . . - - c ., (8.21b)

and

-t " 6 ( ,., ( 8 .21)

For convenience in what follows we shall noMalize the coefficients Gil and put

, W k. A A, (8.2)

22 CAJJP4.. I Az1  82b02 2 V3e " (8.22)

Niov we invert with respect to the cK, transforn variable and obtain the desired

representations

Taff = i s.A.,e "- 5a } &Ae "Soz e " (8.230)

-(_ Ge
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8.3 -c-The -field in- the-air-For the air region we choose the following

solution to the wave equation (8.8):

3 4 BI (~Aszdi (5.24a)

LI4Ki851- 4-.(C[.A SZdai (8.24b)

4T f 2.(62c

it can be readily shown that the above field components satisfy the divergence

equaton z.E 0.

8.46 THE 1BOUNOMA CONDlITIONS

In the preceding sections we found field components in the plasma and

air-regions that are solutions to Maxwell' s equations. Moreover# in solving

Maxwell' s equations, we chose such solutions for field representationp that

have proper behavior at infiity by requiring that the imaginary part of the

pertinent exponents be non-negative. In addition# the field components con-

tain certain, thus fax, undetermined coefficients which upon Imposition of

the boundary conditions wil be determined and thus render the solutioa

8. of the bound=r conditions--The boundary conditions to

be satisfid by the artesian components of the field vectors rqiecni

nuity of the tangential components of the electric and usguetic fields at the

interface a z 0. This 1iup~Les the following.
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HKO aHX

Hya = H,,

W6 rewrite the above equations in terrs of the electric field onlyj

getting

,co Xg(8. 26a)

E 4 (8.26b)

=ala Cry (8.26c)

X..l & It a.E. (8.26d)

These equations oan be simplified to a more convenient form

0 1 2,zz 0 (S..27a)

0 +
a~i Eno +uJ0~~f + 1XZI(9.27b)

so

where v denotes the field representations ith the integral sign removed.

8L& b ApPlicatio%,of -the9 bouzidar AcondtiuiPoafoxuing the neoesuary

algebraic operation to satisfy equations (8.27a) and (8.27b) gives a set of

O-I ~taneous algebraic equations in two un nwns as follow:t

S&L 4:Sh~a AtS,-.s (8.28)

Me solve the above aqstem of equations Using Orameu'a rule. Me find
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A= AL,)rs,[s.S S .s.)P.Ls, - (sPa.s.t's.), [6S.)P-(S1) e PECS.)
As,(s~z - s?)..J

(830a)Cs,(- u

and

Ai s*= Ng()[(' C , 8s)P,,s,) (5..S ,Sog , e ,',0- (8. 3b)
s.5, sj) N,

=- (a, + +)(e2 is.) P5 (a,) - (s. +)( ,+ C.) 1a(s) . (8.31)

To find B, and B1 we use (8,26a) and (8.26b) and the above results and obtain

B, --2 8)Wek- (8.532A)
Ne

and

a '2 2, ,-NE . ,°" (8.32b)

8.5 FIELD COMPONENTS IN THE AIR IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES

Having found rigorous expressions for the field components in the

Cartesian coordinates in both of the regions, we can now transform to cylin-

drical coordinates in mbich the field components vill have somewhat simpler

form.

We transform to cy-nd rical coordinates In both configuration and trans-

-fom spa-eo using

4 ;Cos a (8.33)

x a, wi e n a

As a oonsequence of the aboer we observe that
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0,x + oS k, 4aos(P-B) (8.3)

furthermore,

. P . 8.s

and

( ) ="( )sing+ ( ), =osg
()* U~aiB+U~osO(8,36)

L(r ()zaouo+U)une

Using the above relationships9 the electric field components can be written

3jIoiiI-- (P" , sXie ,) ' s)5,t.eseI fCS6-%r ,*-,,-

J Ne

Soo 4'a Lr coe ep-G)e~ik.1c@80SWd3 (8.37b)

S ( )e k coss'rt(is-e)e "0:,$(fre)j (8.370)

vhere r, is the integration path in the complex 13 -plans as show in Fig. 4.1.

In the above equation it Is understood that s,, a, and a, are all functions

of (3 according to the first equation of (8.33).

8.6 CWSR

In the foregoing chapter w formulated vigoroualy the problem of an eleo-

trio current line source in a magnetoplamma Wit a separation boundary. In

partioular, 'e found the integral representation for the field om-Ponente in

the Cartesian and erlindrical coordinates in the air-region Prnd in the Car'-

tesian coordinates in the plm region. Unlice In an ordjnu7 iuotropLo eam

all of the electrio and mgetic fields are present In both region=.



CHAPTER9

iULTS FOR THE AIR-RRGION WON THE STE O! MAGNETIC FIELD IS NOMAL
To THE LINE SOUCE

Having obtained the rigorous fomal solution to the problem of an eleo-

trio current line source in a magnetoplasma with a separation boundary in the

form of oertain definite Integralos, we shall endeavor in this chapter to ra-

duce these Integrals to a form that is suitable for nmerial calculations.

As It was remarked in Chapter 4. these definite integrals do not lend

themselves to rigorous evaluation and we shall, therefore, use the method of

steepest dosoents to extract the desired information from them. 7he method

to be usd here wil be somehat siupler than in Chapter 4 since onl a single

integation is necessary.

9.1 S19GULRTIS IN THE (3 -PLANS

For reasons mentioned in Section 4.1, it is mandatory to +kv the

singul arites of the integrand before their apoiteevaluiation. To thi

end we shall now examine the singularities of the integr-Ans in (8.36 )s

(8,36b), and (8,36o).

Thae Integralos t an fr to the S -plne take on the form

3P°" .+ & .I" ( (e , . . -e ..... .. F ....... 46 "k

e6 L*40ce(0-e)cd
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3e° 2Trifo L*Co50) ( Cosf ¢os(r3-Q) (9.1b)

z -F was (.. CostSketka~

daexe

Wghere.

*~~~a -* ,. fs1&~, 4KILJ3(L3 3 (9-2*)

pe (,. 2c) t)- s VO.)o- - )ru ( (9.20)

We also note that E a PE ( ) can be written in the form

and that a acd a, can then be obtained from (9.2c).

9.1 a The location of the pol e - The poles of the integrands in (9.1a),

(9.1b), and (9.1c) are the seroes of the denomimntor )Z. Thu,, to obtain the

location of the poles we must solve

Unfortunately the analytica solution to the above equAtiQn is very difficult

to find, and one ust, resort to graphical means to accomplish it.
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9.1 b The branch vinte-The integrands under consideration contain the

radicals associated with a, and er, as a result of which the points (3 = ,

and t3 at which a, an respectively vanish will be branch points.

At each point A these integrands can take on four different values depending

on which sign we choose for the radicals. It will be convenient here to talk

about four sheets of the t3 -plane (formed byr a four-sheeted Riemnn surface)

on which each integrand is sangle-valued. These four sheets wiM be defined

as___________ ____________ ________________________ __________

Sheet I Sheet II Sheet III Sheet IV

Iasj+ +

ImiT- I

The JLonvergence of the integrals is assured if the path of integration

at least begins and ends on Sheet I. For convenience ws shall introduce the

folfloing Ocats" in the oomplex A6-plamm

Iire;,i= 0.(9)

It Is olear that the equations for the "outsm anst satisf

ffszLu x Z2 0* (9.6)

Now the branch points are located at

0 * ±110 a I pEi A- (9,74)

*52.m ~*rc in v'i7).(9.7b)

LWe recall that Vf C~ and VV6..7 ares respectively the indices of refra.-

tion of a right- and left-hand circularly polarized plane ways travelling in

the direction of the steac-l magnetic field In the plain. Fuwtbewwrep In

tern eta 4Usiless pbamapanneters (r,+ 7) and ('7) we given kW
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We observe from the above, that the location of the branch points is

strongly dependent on the value of plasma and cyclotron frequencies in the

plaema. When p2,c 1'r both branch points will be found on the real axis

and when p 1 > 1 Zr they will be located on the imaginary axes in the coo-

plex A3 -plane. Finally, when (1-&) < p < (1+I) one branch point wi:ll be

located on the real axis, whereas, the other on the imaginary axis. Figure

9.1 depicts one of the above discussed situations together with the branch

caeIm jer S and Im. {.t] =0 shown dotted and denoted by r, anid r,

respectively.

With the branch cuts defined we can draw the four-sheeted Riemann sur-

face as shown in Fig. 9.2. We observe that the cut .Joins the Sheets I and

II and the cut rz Joins the Sheets II and IV.

9.2 FORMUTION OF THE GONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD INTMRALS

In the previous section we have determined the singularities of the field

integrals and, in particular# we found four branch points. In this section we

shall determine the various contributions to the field integrals as affected

by these ainglarities.

ALl of the field integrals are of the forn

W = F((3 )e i 'c.jbG(f)'dA (9.9)

and we wish to evaluate these integrals approaxmtely whan the distance f is

large. Th saddle point of the intepands occurs when tWe derivative of the

amponent vanishes, i.e., whn 3 = . By the argument identical to that in

Section 4.2, the original path of integration r can be defored to the path of

the steepest descents r nd the integrtion ama be performed alog that path.
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Nov we focus our attention on the following. As we remarked earlier, the

integrands under consideration are four-valued since they contain the radicals

of W and Ma . The original path of integration passes over Sheet I of the

four-sheeted Riemann surface and can be deformed into the path of the steep-

est descents r only when at least the beginning and the end of it lie on this

Sheet. In the case when the angle G does not exceed one of the angles of the

total internal reflection Gs, or G&*, then in the complex t-plane we have a

picture as shown in Fig. 9.1. Here the path of the steepest descents crosses

one or both branch cuts twice and thus ends on Sheet I. Transition from path

I. to the path r is then accomplished without any complications. Eccept for

the part shown dotted in Fig. 9.1, the path will lie on the Sheet I. In

this case the only contribution to the field integrals will be from the

saddle point.

The situation is quite different when the angle Q exceeds the angle of

the total internal reflection of one or both waves. Suppose thart

0 - a < 62. Then the path P will cross the branch out r only once and

the branch cut t twice. Thus, the path P will cross from Sheet I onto Sheet

II and then IV and then back to II which is Inadmissible. When 0 7' P5> Gal

the path P will cross each cut r, and only once. Thus, the path r will

cross from Sheet I onto Sheet II and then onto Sheet IV which again is iad-

issible. We can, however, construct a more complicated path of Integration,
mupmmting the path of the steepest descents r by a contour encompassing

each cut in such a way that the beginning and the end of the more complicated

path will lie on Sheet I. This situation is similar to that in Section 4.2

only that here tw branch cuts ar involved.

To this end we propose the contour shown in Fig. 9.3. For 0 > 0 this new

path of integration runs Along the path of the steepest descents, r , then

aleg the borders of the cuts, Intersecting each branch out once thus entering
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Sheet IV. It then oontinues along the path r" and intersecting each branch cut

once wore It ooms back on Shoot I where It continues along the pathP r a For

*< 0 the situation in analogous.

As a consequence the complete expression for an of the field integrals

will consist of three parts and can be written

W = W(6a + WM )u(O -. 0, ) + WC".)u(Q - go.) (9.10)

where W"W5d11. denote the contribution from the saddle point and W^J4Mn Wa'

ill denote the contributions from the borders of the cut associated with

branch point B, and B2 respectively.

9.2 a Forugation ofthe oontributonfr the saddle ogint-ks we re-

marked earlier, each of the field integrals lnd consideration can be written

in the form

v a 0(1 ) o ,. co(A5O) d. (9.11)

The seddle point of the integrand occurs where the derivative of the exponent

vanishs, i.e., at = 8. The leading term of the asymptotio expansion for

(9.11) UMl then be given by

(O)F 1 (o) Z~(kcf-/r),,9.2

2.2 b Formulaion of -the contributons from the brach Sato -First con-

sider the contributon to the integral (9.11) due to the Integration along the

border of the caut corresponding to the branh point B, * we write

JF(S (9.13)

mid Integrate formlhy on both sides of the cut getti"
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WC$)u F.0)(r&WkeIr.coaifl-*) 051S +4 F~~ k~o p )

where

and + (" ) denotes the value of the function I ( ) on the loft aide of the

out r,+ and F.) (,' ) is the value of the same function on the right aide.

Next we deform the path of integration to the path of the steepest descents

through the point B+ . fte procedure Is Identioal to that in Section 4.2 b

and we wits

W i 4krces(ein.)f )e-k?4nIotCG,) dx (9.16)

By analoy we can wits similar expressions for the contribution from the

borders of the cut F' associated with the branch-point B* We have

ii )= pc eori(e-) /ICI)N :k~s(ee Xzd (9.17)

IS 09"

Now we id the contributions from the branch cuts when the angle 0 < 0.

n ting along the borders of- th cut associated with the branch-point B

ve Obtain
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-4', OVC -4 -)I I

C- )'(S),e Lkfcs(0-Q)d6 (.18

where R') (a) is given by (9. 15). Po~lowing the procedure of section 4.2, we

deform the path of integration to a path of steepest descents through the

Point 87 and obtain as a result

WON ) iezk aC4 C6S(1e-eh)fx ~dc*(.9

By analojor the contribution from the branch cut associated ith the branch-

point B2 can be Mritten at once. We have

WOO=u ie 4. pS(*I - $@a .F' R'I) a -.. pzCiS- 0.) X'Cl dc (9.20)

We am combine the results of (9.16) and (9.19) as well as (9.17) and (9.20)

and write

= 0 40 cc(ee, R(l)e*$ -....4.Oimw- Gu) C~k ci'i (9.21a)

iw ~Ok) ~J (9.21b)

9.3 EVALUATION OF THE FIELD INTEiRALS AT THE SADLE-POINT

In thas section we shall apply the result of the formulation (9.12) to

find the saddle-point contribu~tion to the field integrals. Because of the

cmlityv of the results we shall only' find the leading tern representing the

radiatiou field.
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9.3_a --The --field component. E -Appi4cation of (9.12) to the integnl

sxprejmson for .E'* I (9.1a) gLves

/11 - y- (

where

Aa (M) (9.2.a )

(9.2A)

pE, (0) fta (Q) ; V ()1 ii~B(9.230)

- ~ (9.23d)

R(G) +~-E 7 L ( 4i (9.23.)
2

9.3 b The field component EX) -AppLaton. of (9.12) to the Ltepal

cpr'esuLon for £.-.) in (9.1b) given

.I  ) -7r(e)+o a) co . ) (9.25)

Ag(o)

end 0.(4)p 4ej(G)p and a (O) wes defined previousuly*
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9.3 a Th, field component s. -As can be noted from the integral

representation of E" in equation (9.1c), the integrmnd is sero at the saddle

point A = e. Thus,

Ea 0 (9.26)

9.4 EVALUATION OF THE FIELD INTERALS ALONG THE BRAMCH CUTS

In Section 9.2 we have formulated in general terms the contribution to

the field integrals due to the integration along the borders of the branch

cuts. In this section we shall apply this formulation to find the branch-cut

contributions to the field integrals. Theme branch-cut contributions are the

sours of the lateral waves as us remarked earlier.

9#-4a -The field compot 9(9' and X""&) -'We apply (9.21a) to the

Integral representation of E., in equation (9.1a) and noting that the into,-

grand Is an even function of 13 , we obtain

K e ,) * ° k- ' o. ~ e O I- S o l ) G o )
yeT2T

" (9.27)

whuere by (9.16) and (9.1a)

t OPCcI (9.28)

(- oo( ft* t-cas'  ac - (9.e2a). ) 4(00

Ga + X z (9-29a)

sin, (9.29b)
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Now we must express R°' in teMs of x. To accomsplsh this we net

-yo

A m g,, everywhere except in e, which beoomes sero when (a= 0, we
evaluate ar then to the next higher approxiaton. To this end we note

nn 2- Q.na G,, + i8z sI GM o, Go,, (9.30)

andtind 0 to b.

S~bstitting the above results into (9.28) an caryn out the neceSsar

alg ebrai operatons, we find the leain ten

LIN si __ -,0 ," (9.31)

wher e

P- a' (I+7,-.) +(,+?, ') . (o.7]
aleraic tpeieration w e wte ledn te=slso 41)w ba

cram- S o~ 'IfCos sI/ s, K *S-C (9.34)
~ [~uice~i 7
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Nov w evabate the same: integral along the bordes of the soond out. We

Wits

0

where

J2
.  Po C c, -. )& v +tc o. ,) e')- cos3,)( e-1cs:) kek 0 )

4r (9.37)

aIf-30 - * A 93a
din 9. (9.38b)

To epress It) n term of x met (3 ,everyhe exceptin e,

idoh becomes ero iwhen 03 We2.. U. evaluate aj then to the next higher

app~~oimtion, getting

C i39) 2 .e 99)
+ (+ 7

P,,e)mm 7 ( .) (9.40)

U 7e

SubstuiMtg the above resolts into (9.37) 'a obtuisn for the Ieadn ter

ai a'-  e--: " z (9.41)
idiere
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ye VT7C-V- E * (9.,42)

and

+ -t , * -R - 7

bgz=1€' 7)V'* (€+E-7) * ( €+(7) (1(=7 ) (9.43a)

Perforing the Integration woem w use the result of (4.31b) w obtain,

9.4 b -The ield 22m± s'a!; (. .d 2 ce) eappy (9. 219a) to the

Integrl representation of R.. in equation (9.1b)

00, -2 ~ceOe ra)'i~ca e- k.f,&Cn (ii-&@) x~k dxc (.0

whom

= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -Ck~(rJI) oB e'L~k +* LScog3)e,;k.kft

-*O (014)e-' -OPX "-61= qc.)~h)

Or casj), a -#4[ * coo jb)Fti ) *- a t_ ) -- i1 ) (9.46)t C O5.... ....... k... .. ..... ... c--Z )(e T. s~ )F un. 9

Ssubat.tins the ons for oj , (n) 9 t,,1.,1 m (9.32) w oba.

for the ling ter

I-- 1O I o s. _ - (,9)7-' ' 9.- )
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Vse,,.¢-,:(¢4,.I7)) (9.48)

• [ ,' .kk,, -*+ (J-C)(e+ 7 )co,% e k- k ,<.r+.vc( ) 47

nd where a., in siven by (9.34b) and b,, by (9.340). PNforming the Interp-

tion whiere ve use the result of (4.31b) we obtain

nT k, c. uje76teOSIIWa (9.49)

To perform the differentiation we use (8.35) and note

A tik sin 4 I kV T (9.50)

000 - 51)

Nov we evaluate the same integral along the bordes of the second branch out.

We wite

O.'o - f . e 0.. e.J*Cc M.52)

Where

(ue.~SpXsk* .Qe..FCe-(qa co P~coea(a
(9.53)
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Substituting for ey jo P. (er)p and Ps(ffs)s the UPMLReso found In (9.40), vs

obtaln for the leading term

(") a 2 CZ cac I01 - LV4)" 9.

sos

and ag in given by (9.43a) andtz by (9.43b). Perfoming the Integration

where we use the retsl, of (4.31b) we obtain

"I° '' A,,k, I -, ""L dos. 0* V7,-,:ikteosclol (9.o)
SINS)~ +~aiOa (9.56)

6 awy out the indicated differeatiation we note

axat 0ai exat (9.57)

for the lead4- tome. hus, we obtain finaU7

- 4.C os(lo - 0* i -IfCOS]I*-"O........." (.

9.4 , The field4 copnet IVad find 1(*' and B'ex we
O°ro

could poceed as before. The is, bowever, not necessary if we notice the

suidlaNty of the Sntepanda corresponding to Z*0,and Iro in e-quan (9-1b)
and (9.1o). Thus, (c$')am be obtained from 3(')by put

i c( -00) t n -tao Sb mnbe I ned S
1 ,oae of 008(1901 - Qs0) :In th wom r. Slilr c an be obtie

&M Z(& br p stn % 44n( 101 - 9&1) in plf o, 082 - %) in ae



afmewator. Thus, we oan write imedi

C) - .,) ( (9.59)
AT 46 sin (9t1) a,)3

and

• 52 ) a s in( 101 - s,,) o0'1 " €aOoI- e o') o

9./ d PrygoLoa ,nterpretttonrof the.,teal wve-The oontribution of

the branob-out ntegration found above ha e al defined meanin in the

lsoo of wave propagati:on in layered (edi (p.270). It in te mathematim
oGl equivalent of the pisol phenomaon of lateral wves *hose historical

acoount we have given in Seotion 1.2. Hee we shal attempt to eplAin

ybpsioelr the neohenim of the lateral wave formation on map+eplama

Interfaoes.

to this nd we onsider the geometr of the ig. 9.4. We note

z o d, + g, sin 0., (9.61a)

s5 M, oaoea. (9.61b)

aa con-seuence of which we obtain

k*1 eOR (0 ot ) k. -V d, + ko g, (9.62a)
,in (- ,)= ¢ " ++) , (9.62b)

Using the above results we c recast the fil cmponemts due to the brano-

tnteatUon i the following forms
Z4(k Vr- Wf -d, c,. ka v.................. 4k.g. (9.639)

. * ........ . . . . .(9.63b)
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In the above we recognise that k. /c"T+ and ko Vi- are the propaga.

tion factors of plane ordinary and extraordinaxy rays respectively in a ma-

netoplasma den the direction of propagation coincides with the direction of

the steady magnetic field. Thus, the total phase of each one of the lateral

waves consists of two parts. The part for example, k0 , d, , tells us

that the wave travels along the interface in the magnetoplama through a

distance d, with the phase velocity of c/jT . At point A, Fig. 9.4, the

wave changes its direction and travels along the path A - B with the phase

velocity c p which is the phase velocity of free space. The other lateral

wave associated with the second branch out, B.,. follows a similar pattern.

The complete picture of both waves is Shown in Fig. 9.5 where we assumed

for convenience that the source is located at the interface. The ray OB is

the direct ray from the source representing the radiation field as found from

the saddle-point integration. The lateral wave represented by the ray OA

propagates along the interface with the phase velocity of the ordinary wave

in the magnetoplama. gince this velocity is different than the one 'Uowod$

by the free space, there is a disturbance created along the interface in the

air as a result of which a new wave is produced represented by the ray AB.

Siae the spatial period of this disturbance along the interface is equal to

)e, the mave-length of the ordinary wave in the mgnetoplamma, the wave-

le in the air can Ofit this period onI if the ag O, between the nor-

ml to the bounda:7 and the direction of propagation it such that the wave-

'eagtin the rAa r X1 &in , . This is Just the direction of the lat-

eral wave. The ame argomnt holds for the second lateral wave repr nted

by the ray OA. The resultant field at a point B is a oupwpositias of three

avm we onulW earlier in eqution (9.10).

Vs a wa-= of 1ag. 9.05 da ,ete the itlatam p3 4 1 ia, , a
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- (9.64)

If the above inequality is not satiefied, one or both of the lateral waves

ill disappear. Physically this ocOurs when either r, 01 0.j1 or both ax

outside the range of interest 0 to r/2.

9.5 PWE R P L W

In the preceding section we found the electric field components in the

air. The fore of these components te4l a great deal about the physics of the

probem. However, still a better insight into the problm can be obtained by

considerin the direction and magnitude of the energ carried by the wumve-

presented by these field components.

Nov the time averaged energ densitty carried by an electmgntc wave

ts given by Poynting vector

=+ e 'z~ (9.65)

wdc can be w itten in component form

So = -1-. 1 *pqXt1y (9.66b)

7hus, before we determn the components of the Pqnting vetor we first ast

find the components of the magnetic field vector.

9.5 a The m tioa fgv o--,s T mpetio feld vector in the ar ts

obtainble bm
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In %biat, follows we shall only be concerned ?Ath the radiation field BIRO* the

lateral field is of second order. 7ous, In the radiation field I-m0 Sad

wsoover to the first order

r (9.68)
ee0

uhich enables us to find the components of the magnetic field vector as folumms

Bo a B (9.69a)

~ifere ZO In the free-space impedance.

9,.5 -b, Mte -aonoets of. the Pomvtinu yecto-Using the results of (9.6-9)

together with (9.66) we obtain only one component of IT

toa2 Z0,(IY1 Iol-)(-0

Now using the results of' (9.22) end (9.24) we obtain for the first order torso

3 ~ ~ L~ r,3 e..4 i~OI.1 (9.71)

~*ere Fy is given by (9.23) end Foo by (9.25). We note that the essential

difference between the above result and the result obtained from a correspond-

ing Isotropic case is the presence of theo second teiu.

9.5 at Numerial -m~~The pow pattern represente by* eqution (9.71)

w ocap'ted wid plotted in Figures 9.7 and 9.8 for an electric current line

ecarde situated at the lower edge of the ionosphere. For the purpose of this

maPUpl the lower edge of the ionosphere we assmed. to be sharply b;ounded

having en electron concentration 0 a 750 elections per ou)Ae oentimeter and the



earth's magnetic field Hoe .4 gauss. For the sake of comparison the power

patterns corresponding to H '2 0 are also shown in the same graphs.

The examination of the radiation patterns in Figures 9.7 and 9.8 reveals

that the transuission of enerv' from the source through the plasma and into

the free space is generally enhanced by the presence of the steady magnetic

field especially at wave frequencies below the plasma frequency. At frequen-

0±05 well above the plasma frequency, the action of the steady magnetic field

becomes insignificant which is well understood. Another interesting phenomT.

anon is the appearance of a peak in the radiation patterns at angles corres-

pondIng to the critical angles (see Fig. 9.6). As we showed in equation (9.7)

these critical angles Qs, and S2z are related to the indices of refraction of

the ordinary and the extraordinary plane waves in magnetoplasma when the dir-

ection of propagation is along the steady magnetic field. Since the critical

angles are generally different (except at frequencies high enough) for a

plas with and without the steady magnetic field (see Fig. 9.6) the oorres-

ponding patterns peak at different points.

Finally, we may mention that at certain frequencies two peaks in the

radiation pattern can be expected. In our example this would occur, for in-

stance, at a frequeny' of 2 x 10' cycles per second where both critical angles

Q., and GeB are real (Fig. 9.6). We were not able to show this phenomenon due

to the unfortunate choice of wave frequencies.

9.6 THS VALUDITI OF THE HIGH FrEQUDC! APPROXIMATION

In solving the dipole problem we found it necessary to use the high ft-

quew approximation before carrying out the integration. Since no rigorous

solution to the dipole problems is available it was somewhat difficult to

appraise the VaU1i of suah an ppxitonafter the Integratilon was
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eanued out.

In the present case, however, it was not necessary to use any approximar-

tions to arrive at the finl answer. 7hus, our present solution is rigorous

and it can be effectivel used to test the validiVt of the high frequency

appoxmtion.

To this end we shall perform the folloing tests. First, we apply the

high freqenucy approximation before the integration me carried out as was

done in the dipole pfobleus. Seconds we apply the high frequency to the

rigorous solution found in this chapter. Finally, comparing the results of

the first method with that of the necond, we estabish the validity of this

9A-L -ntrod tion -of -the a oxlaMatio bef ore -integm-tion-The high

frequency approximation of equation (3.7) in the notation of the p ont po-

ble mounts to setting

e.-u n s *(9.72)

Introducing this into the expression for the denominator Vt in equation (9.26)

and neglecting the second order terms in Kc we obtain

Ram - 2KA3 8sin ( Vn - 4tI + oo( )( V/n-sin + enoo.1 ) (9.73)

hrteore, it can be shom that the integrands in (9.1a), (9.lb), and (9.1c)

reduce to the followings

3Yo l. eLk'c-sW(4')cq3 (9.74)
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*etkq ces(I- ) ciS(94b

7he saddle-ipoint integration can be oaziied out at on. Using (9.12) we

obtain

00+,o eI-n 61reG(V MA~ ''k-t97b)

-II)r 0 .(9.7So)

We note that the integrands in (9.74a), (9.,74b~) an -974c) nov oontain

a branch point at sin Go r- n. To perform the branch-eat Inert ov use

the foxmulation of Section 9.2b and obtain

V0) K CO JAi. 141[(1 -ikh fT (= -Q).ktCSP5@) ,76

2 i~l ph% v~un VIt O )e
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(5)~ ~ ~ F *kcJ(1-ik.h/~ * snII.g)~~~ 5 II.,)(K i9.6c)
2 y(-2W (1I-nn!)" k j i( O,

9.6 -b--Introduction -of tAhe-anoro-ination after iteEatin- Introduction

of the high frequency approximation in the fern

2 1 n1 Si±10

Into the Mield expressions of (9.22) and (9.24) gives result. that are identi-

cal with those of (9.15a), (9.75b), and (9675o).

The application of the Saw approxUaton to the components of the later-

41 field in (9.35), (9.44), (9.51), (9.56), (9.59) and (9.60) affects the

mplitudes of these components only but does not alter the order. Thus, all

of these components remawn to be of the second order.

9.6 a The region of vaLdit of the high f enr aprimtion--n the

preeding sections we applied the high frequency approximation before and

after the integration and obtained the corresponding results. We found that

In the case of the radiation field, which is given by the saddle-point oontri-

bution, the results did not differ* however, in the case of the lateral Wves

given by the branch-cut integration, we found that the results differed sub-

stantially.

The reason for ts appaent disorepancy is as follows. The high fre-

quou approximation introduced prior to the integration wes of the form

Kn.jz9 -- n -- a in(!~(98

Obviouly this approximation is not naid when the denominator of the secon

emv oohes# Le., when An (4 ± . l.ovitb a epoatmethod or
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integration, the process of integration merely changes to the polar angle B

leaving ever7thing else unchanged. Thus, the result is valid everywhere ex-

cept where sin Q = n and it is independent of whether we apply this approxi-

mation before or after the integration.

In the case of branch-cut integration, howeverp the situation is quite

different. Whereas, in the rigorous form of the integrands contain two branch

points at e4V f 0 and &1 0, the approximation (9.78) in effect coalesces

these two branch points into one, the branch point of plasma in absence of the

steady magnetic field. The branch-cut integration in this case is then not

valid and its result must be disregarded.

9.7 CLOSUR

In this chapter we found the field components in the air-region due to an

electiri current line source in a magnetoplasma when the steady magnetic field

is normal to the line source. In particularp we found that the field in the

air-region consists of two main components, the radiation field and the later-

al field.

The radiation field contains, in addition to the components present In the

corresponding isotropic case, additional transverse components of the electric

and magnetic fields which render the resulting fiel ds to be eliptol3 polar-

ised everywhere except right above the bour4.

The lateral field is of second order as in the corresponding isotropLO

case, however, unlike in that case it may consist of two waves rather th

one. This is due to the fact that the mnanetoplama poesses two dstinct

indices of refraction, correspding to the ordin-a- and etrordiary waves,
each one of these waves possessing it oweital g hi is the angle

of the total internal reflection.

inl], b in duc the high freq n api the rigrous
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epressions before and after the integration and comparing the corresponding

results, we were able to determine the region of validity of this approxima-

tion. It appears that the final expression for the radiation field is not de-

pendent on uhather this approximation is introduced before or after the inte-

gration. Thus, the process of its introduction prior to the integation is

valid as far as the saddle-point method of integration is concerned. In the

case of the branch-cut integration, however, it is not so. Here the corre-

sponding results differ significantly and therefore the branch-cut integration

of the appximato integnd is not valid.



CHAM 10

THE STEW! MAWGITI FIELD PAUALL. TO TELUXE SOUNO

in this chapter we shall be conoerned with finding the electric and mag,

nts fiels dW to an electric current line source located in a magnetoplama

whe the steady magnetic field L in It direction of the Une source.

10.1 FORMLATION OF THE PROBLEM

The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 10.1. The horzuontal plane

a = 0 coincides with the interface between the anisot'oplo homogeneous plain

and air. For convenience we shall call the plain medtla (1) and the air

medium (0). As before, we assme that both media have the same magnetic in-

ductive capacity of free spaoe, tx . The steady magnetic field will, in this

ase, be oriented along the line source wherea, the line source as well as the

steady magnetic field will be parallel to the interface.

10.1 a Fundamental e aj TesolUtion of the present boundary value

problem entals solution to the Navell'sa equations in the following form:

x ,(10.1a)

x.' i WGf + 19(),01+11
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In the planas-region and

4x = - W I.A."

. =o

in the air-region. We oonoentrate on the plasma-region first. To obtain the

wave equation we perform a curl operation on (10.1a) and subsequently using

(10.1b) ue obtiin

1-0,j b- The ,-Ltor -rearesentation-of the -field component- ta-sing the

omponents of the tensor 7 an in equation (2.8) and carrying out the necessary

algebraic operations, noting that Op 0, one obtains

o1 e kz + az. 17 k ", , 3r ,= (0

•(-i.,I~ $(y)$(,uh) ).

Fro0 (10.4) it appears that a sjgl component of the electric field may be

suffloent to solve the present boundary valu problem. We write at once

(Ci+ + _ ) (Y), - c .zI(y)$(- + h). 0.5)

For oonvenience we introduce the Fourier transform pair
G O

V Mit a-ZY 
1064

I2
3I lt o 1.b
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Shieumpon we transform equation (10.5) as followvs

ince the vanishing of the integrated part is assured when the radiation oon-

dition is satisfied. The paeter a is given by

(1.8

Tbe solution to the differential equation (10.7) is wifelIknown and we rite it

at one

= - 1.(10.9)

Inverting with respect to the cK% transform variable we obtain the desired

result
Z .... . . .W.. .. d ot, (10 10)

,4"11 s

The form of the omplementary field in the Plasma imdiate suggests itself

w wite
X1 . . f 0 es(z )" m da 1011

ad similarly for the air-region

f A. a y (10.12)

where

" o (10.I1)

0

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the interface S 0 require

the contiruit of the tan. a omponents of the electric an mapec fiAelds



aihs inra ts to

Whioh deterdanes the coefficients AO and A, asm followst

A6s 2 -9- Sk-
A, a 6 +oa

5 +8*

us, St~gral form of the electric field cwponent. are

'MIx +_________ - * Ealys'.&] ______Wat _____SA , a + 61., ---------- + ......+, -- dat
4+r _J i-s+to

"+ a (10.16)

in"" f .o * Z(a'ay s.z) daf . (10.17)

10.2 TIM FILD CONONE I S

Having found the Integral represuentations of the field components in each

rgion# we shall nov reduce them to the form suitabl, for numerical computa-

tions. In thia proosa we shall avail ourselves of the techniques of saddle-

pont and branh-cut, integration developed in the previous ohapter.

10.2 a Flds in the laM -m1e tnWorm the Integral prs.sion (10.16)

to clindri. oordinates in both transform ard confi m- I n spaces using

ot3k, 4nP

tah ?, cosO, (10.18)

ad obtai
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1111 g" k.fI e daa( ' 0")- e LI, ptc 0901 (10.19)

4 2coss e4.,.,.cO4(SO

Thle fir'st two ten in the above inttgl can be reoopi sed imediat, as

inegral representations of lake fuctons. Thus, w can rewrit~e (10.19)

I te for

',<, " + {li 2 (", , ) "" ' (k6, , ) - ,r (10..20)

Th ff two t i t above nte al " (10.21)

Integralepdin (101i) as o poles in tu o me T-hp l we aner it hasa

inroh point e the i.al (Z. in'( )i rani.e. That is iiere

C±( - ± (10.22)

ior I al > 1 this branch point wil lie i.thin the region of interest and in

defozming the path of integration to the path of the steepest descent through

the saddle point,w out add to the saddle-point contribution the contribution

from Integration along the borders of this branch mt. Following the proce-

dre of the previous chapters w write

I(r* l - (,r-s u (0 - o.) (10.23)

0a arc sin (w) (10.2 4)

S•s) sta for the saddl oin~ct ontribution a s stand for the

branch-mit con bution to the reflected field. Using (9.12) V obtadn for

ee te" n of he san it ntri ton
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X1AM (4..X + VT7 Z1.-1-0) V (10.25)

To evaluate the branch-out contribution w use the fomuflation (9.21a) and

write

Ne j R ) (10.26)

where

(10.27)

2

Nov w find

T[008%g -(Vn. rninto ) )

We can put 15 = GO everywhere exccept in the radical which vanishes at that

point. We compute it then to the next higher order of ap tion and

obtain

V -i at a- AJ .'-R% x (10.29)

where of the tw possible sips of the radical we have chosen the one that

Paratse {m f~ -k sgZa I > 0. We find for the le4ag tewo

R (% is --~ (10.30)

Substituting the above result Into (10.26) and perfondg the itegato

mere w use (4.31b) we obtain fi-nafll

--- [k j, I r ] (10.31)
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and note that the lateral field is of second order.

To sumrize the Abow remlts w writs the first order electric field

in the p3 - ne

.,I '2 - - Z- (10.3)0

2- Vf-Tk. T 4K Coes0 /,k,,Lsin% 0

TinmpWetio field in the P3la so has only one component wic~ih is given by

zo

where Z, is the free space impedance.

1-0.2 Fieldfl*ea i-We transform the integral excpression (10.1)

to qlindrioal coordinates in both the tranfom and configuration sp-coos

using
at k. sin ta

y =,?hinq (10.34)

2 g 9cos 0

and obtain

zx * .±if oiSe kt~ (10.35)
ZT costs + V/nmr-sin'g

where r is the appropriate contour in the 13 -plane.

Me integread contains the radical (n' - sins ) a s rest of wbia

the point is a o were
S* ± aro sin n (10.36)

will be the baaie point. Folloidng the method of the previous sections we
then wit.

o ) + "g (9 - o ) (10.37)

tK
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where E (" and E (6) are the saddle-point. and the branch-out contributionno

respectively. The saddle-point contribution can be found inmedi4ately using

(9.12). We obtain

dogn 9 + sn -

To evaluate the branchs-cut contribution we use the formuation of (9.21a.) and

write

' i ±ekiro5a(10I G)Jx Ra)e't (iai1 E(10639)

and

Fj 0+ .5
2

Nov we find

ooeZ h ViA -ieink.,hV'ncookLM
Ir {oI - (10.41)j

We set 15 9,, everywh*ere except in the radical which becoms aer at that

point. We aooupte it then to the next higher aprxat~nand obtain

Vn2 e- A/ . 4 1 n~z(1.2

where of the two possible choices of the uigu for the radical we have chosen

the one that makes IM (4;1sinaws)*A > 0. Oubstituting the Uaezpre.-

sion into (10.41) we obtain for the !ees n tom

R ~ (*Is I kb " (10.43)
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Using this result in the integrand of (10.39) gives finally

4 3C.~o~te).T4~(OM
kA ~ ik~h)e

V2V1 ' ( - -- . )[k. fsin(,)

and note that this lateral field is of second order.

The magnetic field components can be found from the appropriate curl

equation. The only non-ivanshing component is H*0 which is given by

H*0 ,i -
'  _., (10.4.5)

zo

where Z, is the fe-space impedance.

The Poynting vector has a single component given by

S -Ios 0 "k kV Z-s 3 I =Z (10.26)

10.3 CLOSURS

In this chapter we have formulated and solved the problem of an electric

current line source situated in a manetoplasma when the steady magnetic field

is along the line source and the line source is parallel to the boundary. In

part-cular we found the radiation in the air and in the ma-netoplasma as well

as the lateral field In each region when conditions are favorable for its ex-

Istance. !n this problem the steady magnetic fie has no effect on the

plasmasince the electric field vector is alwys in the same direction as the

steady agetic field.



PART III

FIEW Of MAG TIC CURENT LINE SOURCES 1N MAGONTOPLAS

WIHI A SEPARATION BOUNDAM



BIGWOUS FORMHLATION OP THE PROL OF A MAGNETIC CURRENT LINE SOURCE WHEN
mU STEA MAGNETIC FIEW IS NORMAL TO IT

In this chapter we shall be concerned with the finding of appropriate

integral representations for the Cartesian components of the field vectors for

the mapntoplasna-and air-half-spaces. This will entail a review of the

fundamental field equations and the definition of the source of the electro-

nanetic waes.

11.1 STATHOW OF THE PROBLED

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 11.1. The horisontal

plane a a 0 coincides with the interface between the anhsotropic homogeneous

plana and air. For convenience we call the plasma medium (1) and the air

m4ium (0). As before, we assume that both media have the same magnetic in-

dctiw oapacit of free space, .. The steady magnetic feldH H cwll,, in

this mse, be oriented norma to the lne source whereas the plane formed by

the line source and the direction of the steady magntic field will be para-

Mai1 to the interface.

11.2 FUNDAHiTAL EQUATIONS

The definition of the present boundary valve problem implies the solution

to Maxell's equations subject to the usual, boundary conditions at the inter-

face and proper behavior at infuIty. The use of the auia vector
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potentials does not seem to siiplifry the problem any. Thus, we shall wrk

vath the field components directly.
11.2 a The nature of the bourc-For the purpose of this problem it will

be assutmed that the source of the electromagnetic waves consists of a very

thin straight solenoid of infinite extent carrying an alternating current

1
e it is wall-noi (25,p.185) that such a solenoid can be replaced for

convenience bya l-Ine carrying a magnetic current K6-4t* To localize the

soure properly we shal wArite for the magnetic current density

,TK& (x) (S h) (11.1)

idre ( ) is the Dirac delta function.

11,2.k.h fied e~uatiaaa-As we remarked before, our source of elec-

trometic waves in this problem may be regarded as a magnetic current line

singularity at a point x = Os sa a h. ften for the magnetoplasma region, the

appropriate form of the Maxwell' s equations is

Ht e.V + h

V . , = ...

idwe f6 is the fictitous " eagn.tic charge density related to the magnetic

curr-t denity by the continuity equation

;. ,A.r.. - , %. (11.3))

Since aIs non.-4ngular, the second equation of (11.2) ca be written

(1.4
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Now performing a curl operation on the last equation and using the first

equation of (11.2), we obtain the wave equation

- i'e x x HI, + k , iJ WC.. I S (x) S(s + h) l (11.5)

Using the inverse of the permittivity tansor of equation (2.9) a d carrying

out the necessary algebraic operation where ve note that i a 0, we obtain a

get of simultaneous equations as follows:

L "k'o + .- itC,. 4B. ' HAI o

whioh we shall leave in this form for the time being. From equation (11.4) we

note that the electric field components can be epressed in terms of the ma-

netic field components as follows

NM, 0 0

By$ -W ax iKaA H,, (11.7)

In the air-region the appropriate for or the Mawl' s equations is

~ 0

e.ff. =0

amd the Cartesian omponents of the magnetic and electric fields satisf~y the

Vrector "ve equatun
+ * 0 (11.9)k"M g
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11.3 FOURIER INTDRAL REPRESENTATION iN CARTEIAN COORDINATES

The formulation of the present boundary value problem can be simplified

a great deal by expressing the field components in the magnetoplauna and in

the air in term of their double Fourier integral representation in Cartesian

coordinates in the transform space as well as in the configuration space.

Thus, as before, we introduce a double Fourier transform pair defined by

7 2ia) ff F(u)e dd,(11.10)

and

F ~ 2 (xF (a. ff a(ise~~ dm. do &3111

in what follows we shall also need the transforms of the derivatives.

These can be obtained by integrating by parts. As wa shown in Chapter 2 for

the triple transform, the vanishing of the integrated part at the upper and

lower limits is assured providing the radiation condition is satfied. Thus,

we an establish the following correspondenoest

(11.12)

axzF 1 %1 s.

11.*3 a The gwrtiular integUQs oorresuonin "_ _to t4e -sourg; To trans.

form the inhonogeneous satem of the sizwltansous diffarential equations in

(11.6), go multiplies both sides by amp (x, + N s)} and integrates

A4th respect to the real variables z and s between 4- a n d + to. The

rS0V4%nh d side of (11.6) yields at once

fJfS :) (z +h) - (11.1))
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and the left-band side trnsform adooding to (11.12). Consequently, one

obtains

The above system of algebr'aic equations can be reduced to a sipler one as

0 10[ a -  - *s ' ~ xXa, '1 - --5 )  - (11.15)o (Oli.,,,- .  oI~ A-,40

0O L 0 1~~ts~1 i
Where S, and s are given by (8.15). Now, we "n wIt. esi transfor'med om-

ponent of the ugnetic field as follovs

2raI e. . .)"  (11.16a)

= "" ;"r K [ L1,. -X)

The inversion wth respect to the Ot, transform variable can be performed

iusmdiatelj. According to (2.53) and (2.54),, we obtain

_- , U02 " I - s o ala. (11o17a )
7S0 -6-4s i.19 ( ' , ) ....
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z) 4 , -, - )i 1 (11.im)

,-S 2r t -i s 2 J

?inally, ve invert with respect to the t, transform Yariable and obtain the

desired representation

(11 .18ba)

zo 4!r f ,(,= -= ,( , -,

i, l. { - ::;Z -, a ex dot, (11.18b)

Z = -lt o A. a. I, = . , -=

11.3 b The complementary field in the Plasm-In the preceding sbseo

ve obtain the "par-t-icular Integrals" of the systm of equations in (11.15)

Lch represent the primary excitation due to the bource. To satisfy the

boundary onditions of the problem, we shal need an appropa'iate c lm ar

smilaon of corresponding homogeneous system.

From(11.15) it is clear that s() satisfies

where U the above equation ms is looked upon as a differential operator Ath
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respect to the 9- coordinate. The solution to (11.19) can be written

limeLataly in component form

t = , ''  + C

H = CS, •"Vz + Cz2 * +'az (11.20)

where we discarded solutions with positive exponentials since we can have only

wves going away from the interftce upon reflection. The coefficients C,:

can be found by a method identiOal to the one of Section 2.3. 'We obtain

C11 (11.21a)

C = - C, (11.21b)XkL - : e,&

C,12,= K M. 0 O (11.21o)
X. - oc ,- s

Y3Z. _ - at'-s

For convenience in wat follow, we shall normalize the coefficients CZ,

and CX as fofloW52
A. = , (11.22.)

02 Al*(1 2b

Nov we invert wIth respect to the o(j tzUwto vaiable and obtain the desired

representation
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((A,-41r + AILO 49') e':al dot. ( 23a

41r

9g(C) - :a, x4o~-~ do. (11.230)

11. 3c 1-0- .I field in thea-irb 1-or the airi-region we choose the folloing

solution to the wave equation (I11.9):1

HY f z91 .. sz dot, (11,624a)

if 12--~C e 4&-*L~cx~s*%) doLc (11.2Ab)

.47r

= ~L *B 4ca') ci (11.24c)

whiere as0 has the same meani n as befor, Oba can readly shov that the above

field components also satisfy the divergenoe equation -VIO H 0.

11.4 = BOUNDAW CONDITIONS

in 'the preodn sections we found field components in the magntoplasma

and air-regions 'iuieI are solutions to Maxwell's equtions. Moreover.. in sol-

ving )%xvslll. equations we chose such solutions for the field representation

that have proper behvior at InfIn~ty b7 requiring that the imaginary part of

the perinent exponents be non-negativ. In addition, the field components

eontain certa tus far 4adte _We Coeffiiets ijiSh, upon imposition of

tbe boimiar conditons, IdII be detemined and thus render the 002Stion
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unique.

1jMtaten £the boundarr conditions The boundary conditions to

be satisfied by the Cartesian components of the field vectors require oontinu-

ity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at the

interface a 0 0. in ter'ms of the magnetic field only these can be written:

H X0 Hx, (11.25a)

H, = Hy, (11.25b)

at HY. = Z, iy (11.o25c)

y-( HrH.* Z. H. 0 ) - H. ii -.cK4 , 20.14t, - (11.25d)

The above equations can be recast in a more convenient form as follows:

0= HY H, (11.26a)

0 = I, 2z lix., + iKOHYI + oc,H,, (11.26b)

when V denotes the field representations with the integral sign removed.

11 . b Anglication 0f- the bou conditions-Performing the neoessax-y

algebraic operations to satisfy equations (11.27a) and (11.26b) gives a set of

two simultaneous equations in two unnwn as follows t

$.+tfs ~S.. A . S-(5-- . . (11 .+27)

P ,- ,,z (11.28)

We solve the above qstem of equations us-g C'ramer' rie And obtain
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s (a -82 U

(of+ 5) (z+S)Pm05 )(k+ 116 )15 +G ~ 1-0

Ike find B, and Bt U use (11.25a) and (11.2-5b) awmU as the above rsults

and obtain

NN

- ~ .*. .M.WPO- WRILD 0 (11.31b)
'N

11.5 n=E~ cowMommI II * IN C=LNDBICAL COORDINATUS

Having found rigrou s e essions for the fieJA components in the

aartesia 004(mnte 1A bO resi-ous, we ean now transform them to oylindri-

It al soordias in which these Il oomponso-ts 4Ul bae scineat, &-iqler

We transors to clindrical coordinates in both oftuato and tAm-s

f om qases nsi"g
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5= 0 Q (11.32)
x P sin a

As a conhequenoe we obtain

w,. k.Kf (s2*s.)p "(a.')*- .'h"( 5 +.0) P, (g..) e' i .. k..co. )dXY,,k. -K (S2sTP11. aU, tb W,- 0dI
(11 .33a)

(i-1 33b)

(31.3o)

where , is the integration path in the complex (3 -plane as shown in Fig. 3..

In the above equations it is understood that af , 8% P and s o are all func-

tions of S according to the transformation (11,32).

11.6 CWSU

in the foregoing chapter we formulated rigorously the problem of a ag-

netis current line source in a uagnetoplasma when the steady magnetic field is

normal to it. in partioular, we found the integral representation for the

field components in the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates in both regions.

Unlike that in the corresponding isotropic case, all of the electrio and me-

nsO field components are present in both regions.



CHAPTER 12

RESULTS FOR TM AIR RFGION Ik HE STE&W 1AGiETIC FIED IS
iNOTML TO THE LINE SOUCSE

Having formulated the problem in the previous chapter, we are now ready

to evaluate the definite integrals to obtain explicit forms for the electric

and magnetic field components.

Since the present problem is very similar to the corresponding problem of

an electric line source of Chapters 9 and 10, we shall use man of those re-

aulta that are applicable to the present problem.

12.1 EVALUATION OF THE nfL D ITwTRALS

The field integrals to be evaluated have the following form:

Y= C.0." ,se'k-f -os(P - ) 413 (12.1a)

li*2* ke co s t f o8s oos( s- e)orce(p-o) dA (12.1b)

H~~,2 r k, Goo C±ogK ooai((a- Q)9 Lk.?ca.(I-) d 1.c

wher'e

_( + o ).le -(o * oa)P(e%)ed' (22( +



And

,a +e +ooos- )(Wj + os(3)PN4(q) (12.3a

Or,, (e ) in'3 - C.62- (12.3bM

and , and d. are given by (9.2a). We also note that P() a d cana

be Witten in the form

(12.4)

12.1- a evalation Qf-- thesi~ m Als-t- the- saddle-Dint-Applying

the fotlto (9.12) to the field integrals in (12.1) 'we obtain

O° , (9) coo-B (12.5a)

H") ~ G - (Q)oos 0 ----.---

H(O) + ' k. -'r7/.)

o 0 (12.50)

12.1 k~ kvalation 2K the Qied intefra along 2he branch cuta-Since eq

and c rare the same as in the corresponding problem o the electric line

sourcoe, the branch points are the same as in Chapter 9 and the formulation of

(9921) applies. Applying this formtulation to the field jntegrals of (12.1),

we obtain for the components or the lateral f"eJ

H(S) K , + [ k.fo( -I.~ ) (12la

kerco1) Ogg 9.. . T/4
"yo *:fk..cT" 9yo- -e-*)-T 4 - (12.6b)
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14 , C -+' si n 2 (12.7a)

ye~~ /k7e [* V4

a = are s (12.7e)

Furthemore,

K <Q C 2E [ 11 L ) C Ll k. c s(10-0m)-r. (12.Sa)

.. ... G K ) oo ,101 --o).+ Goc (I* '-*z)- J (12.8b)

WG*C[ki9 an (191 -0.)~

H2) (12.8)

~~[k----- o---- go) -A]

Whr
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06e 19, bt'+~ + C~ /1(r 7 (I (2.9a)

M Vl9 O G*ft [ifT.C/-~-) (12.9b)

1 [ hbwt "% , +(I- C) Vi-( - 7)exp(ik h 'k(- + )]

12.2 POWmt F=

in the radiation field all components of the electric and magnetic field

are transverse to the radial direction. Therefore, the Poynting vector has

only a radial component given by
Sf, ,= Z. 1.21o

HY0 +~ IHI.Iz 4 (12.10)

Now, using the results of (12.5) the above result can be written more

acplicitay as follows:

0 - ~ E~Kacos2G TI ...........-- - IGy° (0) 1 + KrsWQ IG.oQ 0)1Z

wher G y (0) and Go (0) an given by (12.2).

12.3 LOSUR

in this chapter we found the field components in the air-region due to a

magnetic current line source in a magnetoplaama when the steady tagnet'o field

is normal to the line source. As in the corresponding case of m electri:

ourrent line source in Chapter 9, the field in the aw-region consists of tw

ain compnents, the. radiation field and the lateral fiad,



The radiation field contains, in addition to the components present in

the corresponding isotropic case, additional transverse components of the

electric and magnetic fields which render the resulting fields to be ellipti-

cally polarized everywhere except, right above the source*



CHAPTER 13

THE STEA A IGNETIC FILD PARALLE TO THE LINE SOURCE

In this chapter we shall be concerned with finding the electric and nag-

hetic fields due to a magnetic line source sitated in a magnetoplasma when

the steady magnetic field is along the direotion of the line source.

13.1 FOBULATION OF THE PMBLE4

The geometry of the problem is shoun in Fig. 13-1. The horizontal plane

z 8 0 coincides with the interface between the anisotropic homogeneous plasma

and air. For convenience we shall call the plasma medium (1) and the air

medium (0). As before, we assume that-both media have the same magnetic in-

ductive capacity of free space, I. . The steady magnetic field will, in this

,case, be oriented along the Iie source whereas the line source is parallel to

the iterface.

1L~aJ~"ma-awuatins-The solution to the presen-t boundary value

problem entails solution to the Nwell' s equations in the following forms

whee Is a before, denotes the mapetic urt and , the usnetc chwe.
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In the air-region the fields mast satisfy

0 T. (13.62)

X. 0

Moreover, our solution must insure proper behavior of the fields at infinity

as wall as the continuity of the tangential components of the fields at the

interface..

13.1 -b -The- intearal representation--of. the -field components in- the

pla a.i-We form the ware equation by performuing a OV1] operation on the second

equation of (13.1) and then Substituating the first. This gives

- xr' HI + k .I we.&Y) (+ h) T (13.3)

Noting that =0 and using the components of the Invrerse of the permit-

tivity tensor from equation (2.9)0 we obtain

0 0Y M

From (13.4) it appears that a single coponent of the magnetic field may be

Sufficient to solve the present bound~ary value problem. The correponding

differential equation in

k + a'+ + H,., I w 6c. y- K (y)(OhI) (35

For convenience we introduoe, the Fourier transform pair
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£H., ex'Y dy

X1 HX e'.lxY dac2(1.6

whereupon ue transform equation (13.5) as follows:

I(Hu - Tj S.i&G% c(Sth).(3?

,since the vaishing of the integrated part is assured when the radiation con-

dition is satisfied. The parameter s, is given by

(13.8)
1M 3,1 > 0.

'The solution to the differential equation (13.7) is well-knom and we write

it at Once

-- 2,J12 X (13.9)2 V2 aI,

Inverting with respect to the o transforn variable, we obtain the partiala

Integral

KI: .-- . .d (13.10)
4"T" _ a,

The form of the ooupnetary field in the plasma Smediately sggests itse .

eWri~te

H~c) W 16*XK

We also n te that the 46eotio fil-d omo mts an be found from (2.27) with

0. O we get
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iiI K -icam. at 0 0 jj yl (13.12)

LI 2 i [ 0 f K of 0 J[LHIi

131 ~ ~ ~ a oe Th ntoa~e seatation- tlfield omoet~tear

In the air the magntia field oozmponsnts satisfy the homogeneous wave equation

fthus wCan Write

H~c A6 C :(cg -S.:z)da (13.14)

13. 0-h boundar! -oondktiogsm.-The requirament of the continuity of the

tangentia fIe3A components at the boundasy s =0 amounts to satisfying the

folloing equations:

HM@- H,1.5

Upon perfoxming the indicated differentiation, we obtain two simultaneous

equations in two unknowns

:~:j [ :1[5.*1K IL](13.16)

ftm fab e obtain

46 * a+~ .:± ( 1 0 (13917b)

--------- tuti above restst In the ---ponj n; intqrals, weobtain tUe
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integral representation of the fields as follows:

HW d aa+(zioa

(13.18Sa)

HO- 4cJEx~Ke &Yar~ ~ (13.18b)

13.2 THE 'FI=~ COM~NE-IT8

Having found the integral representation of the field components in each

region, we shall now redaie them to the form suitable for numerical comnputa-

tions. In this process we shall1 avail ourselves of the techniiques of saddle-

point and branch-cut integration formiulated in the previous chapters.

11.2 -a Th. -fields in- the -plasma-We transforma the inteLral representa-

tion (1 3-18a) to cyl~indrical coordinates in both transform and the coordinate

spaces using

o~= V- 'C. sin is

Y = ~~ sn ~(13.19)
z + h fp o os 9,

2 - h ?z c0O

and obtain

h4.xI K LkCCO5js 0,) e *V7 ~'k .x gps it~-
4Tr (1 3.20)

+ 2 cost 3 4-: f L r-9(A 9a) dS

COs + x - O!in( K i.Sin I

I *The first two terms in the above expression can be recognized as integral

representations of ilankal functions. Thuso we write
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,.,= +"'+, + H," k o ?I. H"+ .r ,,ko 9 ,. + (1,3.21,,a)
4

where

H6 ) = , __. o , " .. (13.21b)
2lr oos f + X S/i ' s - sin (3

The integrand in (13.21b) contains the radical (4c - a5 1 it )A as a re-

sult of which the point (3 = 0 where

go - &arc sin( (13.22);(77

will be a branch point. At each point (3 the integrand in (13.21b) can take

on two values depending on which sign we choose for the radical. As before,

it is convenient here to talk about two sheets of the t3 -plane (formed by a

two-sheeted Riemann surface) on which the integrand in single falued. The two

sheets will be joined along the lines

IM Si m0 (13.23)

starting at the branch point.

As before, the result will consist of the saddle-point contribution and

the contribution from the branch cut representing the radiation field and the

lateral field respectively. Thus, we write

and evaluate each one of these contributions sepaz'rateL.

To find the saddle-point contribution we =us (9.12) and obtain

' +.J xK (1- 03.25)

the branch-ait contribution was fomulated in (9.21a). Usin this fomiattu
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we can write

H:B iej*iTk,%~c@S(I*k *9) JxR (*PS) e~ /AI(. f1 .sit1.(ei- ea) xz a.,1326

,where

a (-t ) F. (±, ) - F t.( ) (13.27)

and

2

Now ue find

a~ ~ ((±3 1 Ki Gcs,; in) JS z(46 sin 205 1.S

We can set ( S GB everywhere except in the radical which becomes zero at

that point. We comute it then to the next higher approximation. We obtain

e-Z3 + * (13.29)

vhere of the two possible signs of the radical we have chosen the one that

mukes In{ I in~g5J' 0. We find for the leading term

R ( p) - o=, XO- 41 / 4  (x- 1)114
R (± )(W SX X (13.30)

Substituting the above result into (3.26) and performing the integration ihere

we use the result of (4.31b), we obtain finally

Hl,,' =_ -'Met . O 1) ixp. , X f cosk. ( 1os1i - G.) + ./ 4 )1 (13.31)
A T (yV=%l K ) A-L -VTk.f ?- ian ( 19 1 -9. )) 4

We observe that the lateral wave in this case is not symmetric as before but

it is still of second order.

To suuarie the above results we write for the first order magnetic

fIA in the plawa
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-w4V7K.~ (e co- 1 .sinGa~'~~sn ~)*Lvrk.f1

V2N'' . GOO m-iK I-x~i

Mhe electric field components in the ploamin be found from (13.12). We

w~rite them in cylindrical coordinates

(13.35)

We note that the electric field is not pwe3.y transverse. Howevers the dis-'

placement vector D) is transvers. We find

D* .ME.(13.34)

13.2 b The filsi h ir-We first transform the integral represen-

tation (3-18b) to cylindrical coordinates in both transform and coordinate

spaces using

*z2 = k~sinp3

y r-S sin 0 (13.35)

5 9con a

and obtan
____ 

Z k. .2gS
____e.X__ COGSO wm e~krg"OV) d(6i. WOW36

The integrand onutains the radical (%- sin )* as a result of which the

point Is 0 where

go aro, sID
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will now be the branch point. Following the method of the previous sotionsp

we write

HX 6 H go I~ u 6@ (13.137)

whiere H and H ~3are the waddle-point, and branch-cut, contributions re-

Spectively. The saddle-point contribution can, be found lunediately using

(9.12). We obtain

0080aX4 flr4 (13-38)
J 72 7V1k.9 VX---I~rOi oo a icsin 0

To evaluate the branch-cut contr'ibution we use the formulation of equation

(9.21 a) and write

IK 0 ek cs54)fz a~ *~fLI~) dz (13.39)

where

and +.(13.40)

Now we find

a(± ~ ~T)( 0D~t ±~tKS"n)~~i'S) (13.41)

We set PP . everywhere except in the radical which becomes zero at that

point. We compute it then to the next higher approximation and obtain

/%-.ainVx 0 - '777 ~ (13.1.2)

j where of the tw possible choices of the sign for the radlcal we hae chosen{ the one that makes Im{ (%WA-S PI I~ j> 0. Substituting the above expreek

into (13.41)o we obtn for the leading teom
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GCi 0,C K, _6 --. 4r/+ V~k h ~.iz~

Substituting the last result into the integral of (13.39) and performing the

integration where we use the results of (/.31b), we obtain finally

X6 [Zv --- T 'gin( .. .. 3/Z

We note that the lateral wave in the air, when it exists, is not smetrio but

it is still of second order.

The electric field components in the air can be found from the appropriate

curl equation. The only non.--anishing component is E., and is given by

Edo , Z (13.45)

to the first order.

the Poynting vector has only a radical component and is given by

4IT VX-sin'Q + Zoos 0 - ix sin (

khamiation of (13.46) reveals some interesting possibilities. For when

) > sin one can write for a lossless plasma,

(.. . , , .-- 0 3.47a)

Sr~ ~ ~ ~~0 =) -'= +o •-- 0 vsint
and when 4 sin'@

____co S2 e 2 k v' n TO-amY

S, caB in9 ~ i ~ ) (13.47b)

Then it follows that for X> si&0 the power pattern will be symmetric

about the axis 0 = 0 and unaffected by the depth of the source burial, h.

44M X4 sin2  the opposite is true; the Pattern, In general, will not be

Smetri and its magntude wl decrease with the increased depth of the
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source burial, h. Moreoverg we note that the reversal of the direction of the

steady magnetic field which changes the sign of "K. has the same effect as

the reversing of the sign of the angle 0. Thus# the pattern corresponding to

-H has a mirror symmetry with respect to the one corresponding to H D.

To illustrate the above conclusions a numerical example was considered.

It wes assumed that the source is situated in the lower edge of the ionosphere

which, for the purpose of this example, was assumed to be homogeneous and

sharply bounded, having an electron density N 750 electrons per cubic

centimeter and the earth$ a magnetic field H- .4 gauss. The power patterns

for the depth of burial of 100 meters and zero meters for several frequencies

are shown in Figures 13.3 - 13.6 where, for comparison also, the power pat-

terns corresponding to HD = 0 were superimposed.

The physical interpretation of these patterns is as follows. For polar

angles s ler than the critical angle, the transmitted rays undergo the usual

refraction fixed by Snell's law for real angles

Vxsin 0. = sin 0 (13.48)

where 0, is the incidence angle in the magnetoplasma. Since the radiation

from the line source itself is symmetrie, the resultant pattern is also sym-

mtric within the wedge region - 08-< a < . Beyond the critical angle the

tra smitted energy is produced by the ihomogeneous waves which are also being

emanated from the source. A combined action of the interface and the steady

mgnetic field (see equations (13.15) and (13-.17) destroys the ayeuntry of the

inbomogenoous wave amplitudes in the magntoplasma which then results in lack

of symmetry of the power patterns in the air in the regions beyond the criti-

cal angle. An excellent correlation between the values of the critical angle

in Fig. 13.2 and the power patterns in Figures 13.3 - 13.5 can be noted.

71W critical angle 0. does not bwyp a real w~u#A$I the frequency reacbes
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about 52 x 103 cycles per second. Thus, the patterns in Fig. 13.3 and cor-

responding to frequencies 104 and 5 x 104 cycles per second are not symetric

since they are solely produced by the inhomogeneous waves emanating from the

source. At a frequency of 10 cycles per second, the critical angle 9 = 61

degrees and it is apparent from the upper pattern of Fig. 13.4 that this is

the point where the non-symmetry of the pattern begins.

Finally, we mention about the effect of the depth of the source burial.

It is apparent, especially at low frequencies that the transmission through

the ionosphere is improved considerably due to the action of the steady mag-

netic field. Whereas the magnitade of the transmitted power diminishes with

the increased depth of the source's burial if no steady magnetic field is

present, it is almost independent of it when the steady magnetic field is

present. This is due to the changes produced by the steady magnetic field in

the effective dielectric constant of the plasma.

13.3 CLOSURE

In this chapter we have formulated and solved the problem of a magnetic

current line source situated in a magnetoplasma when the steady magnetic field

is along the line source and the line source is parallel to the boundary. In

particular, we found the radiation field in the air and in the magnetoplasma

as men as the lateral field in each region when the conditions are favorable

fer its exietence.

The resultant radiation pattern in air are not symmetric at lower fre-

quenoies but they become s ymtrio with increasing frequen-cy. Morover, we

found the presence of the steady magnetic fiAld, even of =ma&U magnitude, ill

impova the transmission through the plam a great deal in comparison with

the sae of no steady mapoei field.



CHAPTER 14

CWNCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapters we have shown the results of successful

analyses of several cases of radiation from sources in the presence of an

anisotropic plasma half-space.

In Part I which includes Chapters 2 - 7, we were concerned with the pro-

blem of a horizontal magnetic dipole in and out of magnetoplasma when the

steady Magnetic field is parallel to the axis of the dipole. The rigorous

formulation of the problem was carried out to the point where the determine-

tion of the pertinent boundary ooefficients remained to be a straight-forward#

but not simple, algebraic process. Due to the prohibitive algebraic complex-

ity involved in the explicit finding of tne necessary boundary coefficients,

the high frequency app tion w introduced and the boundary coefficients

pertinent to the ar-region subsequently found. In this process it was found

possible to separate the contributions of the plowa's anibotroW explicitly.

The radiation field in the airregion was found within the restrictions of the

high frequency approxmation but the latessl fild could not be evaluated in

this formulation due to the fact that the main contribution to the lateral

field coe from the point where the high frequenq aption is not

valid. The result of this a ys w t applied to te po of a

horisontal magnetic dipole situated near the lower edge in the ionosphere. It

appeared that in the region of wave frequencies at which the high frequeW
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approximation is valid, the correction due to the earth' s magnetic field

mnifests itself mest strongly in the polar plane through the axis of the

dipole and T/4 radians from it. Furthenore, this correction appears to be

significant only for large polar angles, ie., in the regions close to the

interface.

Part II which consists of Chapters 8 - 10 is devoted to the problems of

electric current live sources in the magnetoplasma half-space. The case of

the steady magnetic field normal to the line source is rigorously formulated

in Chapter 8 and the field integrals pertaining to the air-region are evalu-

ated in Chapter 9 with no restriction on the wave frequency. The radiation

field contains, In addition to the components present in the corresponding

isotropic case, additional transverse components of the electric and magnetic

field which render the resulting fields to be eliptically polarised everywhere

except right above the source. The lateral field is of second order as in the

corresponding isotropic case, however, unlike in that case, it may consist of

two waves rather than one. These waves propagate along the interface with

phase velocities characteristic of the right- and left-hand circularly polar-

iad plane waves in the mapetoplasma. From the numerical example considered

it is concluded that the tranauission of eneru from the electric current line

source through the plsoma and into the free space is generally enhanced by the

preosenc of the steady manetio field especially at wae frequencies below

ples frequency. At wave frequencies well above the plam frequency the

action of the stoady magnotio field become 'noianifioant which is not at all

srpriing. Moreover, the radiation patterns aibit peaks at points ooz'-

responding to the critical angles which in tUn correspond to the iodices of

refraction of the right- and left-hand circularly polarized waves in the nag-

notoplasm. The remaining chapter of Part U, Chapter 10, i s devoted to the

fbuatt on, ad solution of the problem of an electrie cum t lne source in
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the magnetoplasma when the steady magnetic field is parallel to the line

source. In this case it is found that the steady magnetic field has no effect

on the radiation field. This is consistent with what one would expect since

in this base the electric field is always along the steady magnetic field,

thus, the cross-product I x anishes and no interaction with the steady

magnetic field takes place.

Part IMI consisting of Chapters 11 - 13 is devoted to the problems of

magnetic current ine sources. The case of the steady magnetic field normal

to the line source is formulated rigorously in Chapter 11 and the integrals

are evaluated in Chapter 12 with no restriction on frequency. This case is

anal gous to the corresponding case of Part II and the conclusions drawn in

that part apply here also. Chapter 13 is devoted to the formulation and

solution of the case when the steady magnetic field is along the line source.

Here it is found that the magnetoplasma acts as a single-refracting medium

which is consistent with pbysical reasoning since in this case the steady

magnetic field is always normal to the alternating electric field, both field

vectors being in a plane normal to the direction of propagation. The action

of the interface produces# however, a very interesting phenomenon in the form

of the transmission coefficient which is not symmetric with respect to the

vertical axis through the source. Moreover, the magnitude of the transmission

coefficient and the phase mey, under certain conditions, depend on the orien-

taton of the steady magnetic field. This produces some rather interesting

phenmona In the radiation pattern in the air-region. When the effective

Index of refraction in the umnetopleaa is imaginary which occurs at very low

frequencies, the remsuti radiation pattern is not symmetric at all. More-

over, in this case when the steady magnetic field reverses its orientation,

the radiation pattern takes on a fors that to exactly the mirror image about

the vertca aid. of the radiation pattern before the steady magneti field
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was reversed. When the effective index of refraction in the mgnetoplasma is

between sero and one, the radiation pattern is symmetric in the wedge region

about the vertical axis bounded by the lines representing the critical angles

but it is not symmetric between these lines and the interface. Finally, when

the effective index of refraction in magnetoplasma is greater than one, there

is no critical angle and the pattern is perfectly symmetric. The physical

interpretation of these phenomena is as follows. For polar angles swal-ler

than the critical angle, the transmitted rays undergo the usual refraction

fixd by SneIi' a law for real angles. Now since the radiation from the source

itself is symmetrio, the resultant portion of the pattern in the air is also

oymmetric ithin the wedge region limited by the l1nes representing the

critical angles. For the transmission angles beyond the critical angles, the

Snell's law cm be satisfied only by complex angles in the magnetoplasma which

mens that the transmitted energy in the air is produced by the inhomogeneous

maves in the magnetoplasma which are also being emanated from the source. A

oombined action of the interface and the steady magnetic field destroys the

symetry of the inhomogeneoua wave amplitudes in the magnetoplasma which then

results in lack of symmetry of the radiation pattern in the air in the regions

beyond the critical angles.

Although the problems treated In Part II and II are two-dimensional,

thq give a great deal of insight into the correeponding three-dimensional

Problems. The following Correpdne an be easi3,' deduced by physical

reaisoning:

(a) Te radiation pattern from an electric current line source with H

norml to the lin source is the same as it would result from a

borizontal electric dipole in the p1ae normal to the dipole axis

lim a Pc. norml to the dipole axis.



Appendix A

EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL di

The integral under consideration is

si, d .I (A.1)

p the numerator in terms of Bessel functions, (22, p. 372), gives

im J, (Ar) e( 6 ' ') (A.2)

Substituting this into (A.1) and interchanging the order of smation and

integration, we obtain

I=~ iel-f a,.,(orf di"-(A3
-It

Nov we focas our attention on the inteegil

, i f s d16 f st* dIS (A.4)
-T

and make the transformation
5. g, o (A.5)

s Vhat

(A.6)
amp a

21s

t the above reslts into (A4) Oven

I, C

1&"v @1to a unIt irole.
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Now we consider

z + M Z- 1 (A.8)
r

where P is the path -in the complex z-plane as shown in Fig. A.l. Since the

dontour P + P + + oontains no singularities, then by Caudhy' s

9 plante

Figure A.1

theorem (15, p. 30)

(-.." ) R, 1, f f f f
p r r& lr$ ~

or (A.9)

f+f + d

** (A.10
2T

0

Furtherr on Lmeputu' +~ 6 1- 7 r2 > 0 > - /2 and obtain
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On r eput zl+ i'r - W/2 > 0> 3 /2 and obtain

IM -

Thus, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mm- by (A.O) 12)) ad(.1)w ot

o (2 s +sittn eA9"0) int (A3 : i6 mvaO0
r44

I = TrZ~'''i E- (A. 13)

For integer values ot n the following relation is valid (22, p. 357)

Thus, we obtain finally

I = 4~i~~(-l)' sin(2n+1I JzvL..1 (Ag) A.6
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